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After a year of COVID, spiking unemployment, closed schools, and restricted businesses, rural

Minnesotans may be looking at a unique opportunity in economic development. Since the Great

Recession, rural employers have been dealing with an ever-growing job vacancy rate, which we

discussed in our recent report, “The pandemic paints a di! erent employment picture in Greater

Minnesota.” Now, at the beginning of 2021, we’ve been presented with a new and rare opportunity:

we also have a larger-than-usual pool of unemployed workers. We now have the chance to match

workers without job to jobs that need workers.

But a few things stand in the way of taking full advantage of this opportunity. The first issue we

addressed in last month’s report. Most of Minnesota’s unemployed workers’ skills don’t match up

with the skills rural employers currently need in health care services and our growing manufacturing

sector. Many of the needed skills require training, and therefore, we need to make sure our

retraining programs are ready for the challenge. Matching the right people with the right training

programs to get them into good jobs would be a boon to young families looking to move to a

community for the rural lifestyle.

 The other piece, though, is much tougher to fix, and that piece is child care. The one thing holding

rural Minnesota back from taking a serious leap forward economically is the lack of workers, and

there are three things getting in the way of fixing that: a lack of child care, a lack of a" ordable

housing, and a lack of transportation. The biggest of these is child care.

The trends

Last year finally brought into sharp focus just how important child care is to maintaining a

functioning economy. As we noted in our original report on child care, “A Quiet Crisis,” in nearly

80% of Minnesota families, all parents work, and child care issues are the primary cause of

absenteeism among American workers. Child care is indeed the infrastructure that keeps America

working, and COVID-19 and 2020 made this painfully clear.

Licensed child care comes in two forms: center-based child care (CCC) and family, or in-home, child

care (FCC). Because of economies of scale, family child care is far more prevalent in areas of sparse

population, while child care centers are much more common in urban and suburban areas. In

Minnesota, both types were growing fairly steadily until 2000. Around that time, something

happened. The number of licensed centers kept growing, albeit modestly, particularly in urban

areas, but the number of licensed family care providers started to plummet (Figure 1 & Table 1).
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Figure 1: Change in center child care and family child care providers and capacity statewide, year-

end 2000-2020.

 

Table 1: Between 2000 and 2020, center licenses and capacity grew statewide, while family child care

went steadily down.

 

In the Twin Cities, growth in center capacity between 2000 and 2019 was almost able to make up for

the loss in family-based child care. The metro area ended 2019 with a net of -1,462 spaces (FCC and

CCC capacity combined). 2020 set things back further with a net loss of an additional 1,200 spaces.

In Greater Minnesota, the net loss of child care capacity was much larger: more than 20,000 space

were lost, even though population in most Greater Minnesota counties grew during that time. 2020

was barely a blip in the downward trend in family child care capacity (Table 2).

 

Table 2: Net change in child care capacity, 2000-2020.

 

The loss in family child care is particularly troubling for rural areas. The sparse populations that

characterize rural places make it more di# cult to open child care centers, which usually require

more children to achieve the level of revenue needed to pay for the higher startup and ongoing

operating costs of a center. Family providers, who care for children in their homes, don’t require the

building or the sta"  that centers do and therefore can operate financially with fewer children. For

this reason, family child care has been the foundation of child care in rural Minnesota much more so

than centers. While centers have been growing, family child care capacity has been falling faster.

While center capacity increased as a share of overall capacity in Greater Minnesota, the number of

centers actually fell, from 692 in 2000 to 625 in 2012, back up to 674 in 2019, then back down to 654

at the end of 2020. What this trend overall implies is that on average each center is getting bigger,

but we are not necessarily getting more of them. Child care centers in the seven-county metro area

are getting bigger on average as well, but while their numbers also dropped for a while between

2000 and 2010, they started increasing again, peaking at 1,104 in 2019, only to drop back to 1,072 in

2020.

In Greater Minnesota, larger but fewer centers means that child care is concentrating in areas that

can support them, larger towns and cities with an ample pool of families. That doesn’t help families

that live outside those centers’ range. Adding capacity in Mankato doesn’t help a family fifty miles

away in rural Mountain Lake unless one of the parents works in or near Mankato. This is the reason

we hear so many firsthand experiences of parents driving their child 30 miles to a provider, then 20

miles back in to get to work.

 

Regional loss

In 2016, we presented a graphic showing the shortfall in child care capacity for each region of the

state. Figure 2 shows that graphic and an updated version. In four of the seven regions, the child

care shortage and the amount the region would need to grow its child care capacity stayed fairly

steady, not much better and not much worse. In three regions, however—Central, West Central and

Northwest, the shortfall truly intensified. Table 3 also illustrates the trend by region between 2000

and 2020. In the Twin Cities area, capacity grew, but so did the region’s population of under-6

children. In the West Central region, the estimated number of children needing child care also grew,

by more than 1,100, but child care capacity dropped by over 500 spaces.

 

 

Figure 2: Child care capacity, shortfall, and the amount needed to grow capacity to make up for that

shortfall, by Minnesota Initiative Foundation region, 2015 and 2020. Licensed child care capacity

versus the estimated number of children under 6 with both or all parents in the workforce.

 

 

Table 3: Net change in center and family child care capacity by region, 2000-2020.

 

What happened in 2020?

2020 was a particularly rough year for child care (see Table 4). As businesses and schools shut down,

everything suddenly moved to the home. Child care providers found themselves adapting quickly to

new rules that would allow them to stay open to care for the children of essential workers, even

while they faced a substantial loss in revenue.

 

Table 4: Net change in center and family licenses and capacity between year-end 2019 and year-end

2020.

 

Parents kept their children home from child care for a number of reasons: the parent(s) lost their

jobs and couldn’t a" ord child care anymore; they were working from home and decided to save on

child care costs by keeping the kids home, too; they feared they or their children would be infected;

or their child was sick or quarantined due to exposure to COVID and had to stay home. Often,

though, the reason their children stayed home was because their child care was no longer available.

And COVID added a new quirk to the problem. In normal times, a family that couldn’t access child

care would often call on friends or family for help. In the pandemic, though, families have become

reluctant to ask the grandparents for help because of a fear of infecting them, thus closing o"  that

avenue as well.

For child care centers, restrictions on the number of people per room—group limits—had the

potential for the largest impact (see Figure 4). Under normal circumstances, state child care quotas

limit the number of children per adult in a child care facility, with di" erent numbers for di" erent age

groups. For example, the quota for the preschool age group is ten children per adult. Therefore, a

typical classroom might have twenty preschoolers and two teachers, a lead teacher and an assistant

teacher.

Mandating a 10-persons-per-room limit would have wreaked havoc on centers’ revenue and sta# ng

and was therefore strongly recommended but not required by state health o# cials. Using the

preschool classroom example above, restricting the number of people in a room to ten would mean

the classroom could have only nine children and one teacher, the lead teacher. If the center had an

extra room, another lead teacher (not the assistant teacher) could take another nine children. But

that would still leave two children without a classroom and the assistant teacher without a role. If

the center didn’t have the extra room, the leftover children would be out of luck and have to stay

home.[i]

 

Figure 4: Group limits and their impact on centers.

 

For family providers, group limits weren’t as much of an issue since they generally care for fewer

than ten children at any one time. They faced other issues, however: children kept home were a big

issue, but school closures also created di# culties. Providers were asked to look after school-age

children who would normally be in school, and providers often felt obligated to help them with their

online classes. School-age children also brought with them higher expenses in food and other

supplies needed for this di" erent age group.

Anticipating the impact on child care revenue, the state issued emergency child care grants in three

rounds to center and family providers using federal CARES Act funds. The Minnesota Initiative

Foundations also created a fund and awarded grants. These grants didn’t save every provider, but

they seem to have limited the damage in Minnesota considerably compared to other states.

 

Moving on from 2020: Quick fixes for 2021 to keep child care
intact

The tribulations of 2020 aren’t over for child care providers. As more people are vaccinated and

once unemployment benefits end, there will be a rush of people wanting to get back to work and

back to workplaces, but the child care shortage will still be with us. We may also have to deal with

intermittent waves of COVID infections as new variants roll through, requiring some restrictions

again, albeit on a smaller scale.

And Greater Minnesota still sits with thousands of open jobs and shrinking child care capacity.

Around the state, thousands of workers will be looking for new and maybe even better jobs than

they had before, hopefully in Greater Minnesota. Will the child care providers who closed in 2020

reopen? What will incentivize new providers to step up?

Greater Minnesota will need a robust workforce development system to match people with jobs and

a robust child care network to make it possible for workers and their families to take the jobs of

their choice and live in the community of their choice without the stress of wondering what they will

do for child care. So what do we do next?

First, we make sure our current child care system stays intact. 

The emergency child care grants awarded by the state and the Initiative Foundations during 2020

have been a lifeline for providers, said Lynn Haglin, vice president and KIDS PLUS director at the

Northland Foundation in Duluth, one of the six Minnesota Initiative Foundations. With very little

margin for error, both family and center-based providers needed the monthly infusion of cash to be

able to keep the doors open to care for the children of essential workers. Until group limits are lifted

and providers can operate at normal enrollments again, continuing these grants will be crucial.

Currently the state is counting on another round of COVID emergency money from the federal

government to provide dollars for future emergency grants after the current round of grants run

out.

If those federal funds don’t materialize, a priority will be to find funds to keep as many providers as

possible in business. The private sector can help. While many businesses around the state are

struggling to stay afloat, others are doing well. One suggestion would be for them to form a special

child care philanthropy fund, perhaps working with the Initiative Foundations or other community

foundations around the state to help disburse grants to child care providers.

Also, once restrictions are lifted and unemployment benefits end, there will be a need to match

workers with jobs. As our workforce report pointed out, many of those workers may want to explore

the vacant jobs waiting for them in Greater Minnesota. Those workers, however, probably don’t

have the skills needed for those jobs. The state already has a robust system of workforce

development and training programs around the state that will play a big role in making these

matches work. However, workers with families may need help paying for child care while they

participate in retraining and other education programs.

 Programs like the Minnesota Family Investment Program provide subsidies to very low-income

families to pay for child care while the parent is retraining. However, the scope of the MFIP subsidy

and that of the other CCAP programs may need to be expanded to avoid income cli! s. If a family’s

income excludes them from using MFIP or the Basic Sliding Fee child care program but they still

can’t a" ord child care or can’t find it, it could be a major deterrent for them.

Usually, a family is tapered o"  child care subsidies as their income increases, until at some point

they are earning enough to not qualify for subsidies at all. However, their income may still not be

high enough to a" ord child care in their area. At that point, they are out of luck and so are the

businesses that may have hired these workers. Here is another opportunity for not just the state,

but local businesses and even communities to sponsor potential workers by supporting their

retraining and the move to their new community by helping them find and pay for child care.

 

Beyond 2020: How do we fix child care for the long term?

As we get through 2021 and 2022 and things get back to normal, what then? Is “normal” where child

care is concerned where we want to be?

Here again we have another opportunity staring us in the face: the opportunity to fix child care

altogether. That may sound outrageous—after all, the solution to our child care crisis has eluded not

just policy makers in Minnesota but all over the United States. But historically, times of great

upheaval can turn out to be times of great opportunity for those who are prepared and looking out

for it.

After the pandemic, we’ll be focusing on fixing our economy, and child care will have to be a part of

that. But it can’t be an afterthought. Bringing it back to 2019 levels of providers is still far below 2000

levels and below what would be deemed inadequate. To fix child care and not just continue to patch

it, we may need something akin to a Marshall Plan, which will require concentrated focus, a lot of

money, and a great deal of will and commitment to get it done.

Right now, we have some breathing space before people need to find jobs and get back to work.

Now is a good time to work on the beginnings of a permanent solution instead of once again

reaching for the band-aids. Here are some places we recommend starting.

1. Decide what child care is. Is it a business? Is it a school? Can it be both? Can it be one or the

other? Is child care a highly regulated private business or an underfunded public school? One

or the other—or variations in between—might work better for some communities than others,

but whatever it is, we need to decide, even if that’s deciding to let communities decide.

Providers live with a great deal of ambiguity that adds stress to an already stressful job.

2. Continue to monitor child care policy for usefulness and unintended side e! ects. Our

survey of providers taken in 2018 recorded numerous examples of regulations that, though

they were well intended, ended up adding levels of hassle to already-stressed providers. In

2019, the Minnesota Legislature passed policy that addressed many of the hassle factors. From

making it legal for providers to allow their kids to reuse their own reusable water bottles and

sippy cups to determining that a family child care provider’s own children who live in the same

home with her don’t need to have background checks except under very specific

circumstances, the responsiveness of the Legislature is to be commended. The changes went a

long way in addressing many policies that may have seemed inconsequential to someone not

in child care but were adding to both center and family providers’ stress. Once the Legislature

can move on to non-emergency policies, we recommend regularly monitoring existing policy

and screening proposed policy from the perspective of the provider, the child and their family,

all while maintaining safety. Click here for a more extensive summary of policy changes

made in 2019 and 2020.

3. Remember family providers. Family providers are the backbone of child care in Greater

Minnesota, and yet we have half the number today that we had in 2000, leaving most rural

regions child care deserts, even though Greater Minnesota’s population has increased. Until it

becomes more a" ordable and feasible to start centers in areas of sparse population, family

providers will continue to be needed. Another creation of the 2019 legislative session was the

Family Child Care Task Force, a legislative task force made up of child care experts, state

o# cials, child care providers and parents. Their task was to discuss the many identified

problems contributing to the decrease in family child care numbers and to figure out some

solutions. Despite being interrupted by COVID, the FCCTF met on a regular basis and just

recently turned in their final report—on time.

4. Don’t  allow reimbursement rates to stagnate again. The “reimbursement rate” refers to

Child Care Assistance Program subsidies that help low-income families pay for child care.

Instead of going directly to the family, this subsidy is paid directly to the provider on behalf of

the family. It is an important source of revenue, especially in child care deserts, where families

tend to be lower income. Since 2003, providers who depend on child care reimbursement rates

have had a rocky path. That year, rates were frozen through 2005 while the O# ce of the

Legislative Auditor investigated suspect practices by state agencies in disbursing CCAP

payments. Rates were unfrozen in 2005 and raised slightly in 2006, but then they were reduced

by 2.5% in 2011. In 2014, rates were raised back to their 2006 level with a slight increase for

some counties. Finally, in 2020, reimbursement rates were given a substantial boost. But rates

stayed essentially the same or decreased for providers for 14 years between 2006 and 2020.

The legislation also allocated funds for fiscal years 2021, 2022 and 2023.

5. Child care desert premium. Right now, it’s di# cult to determine the impact the new higher

reimbursement rates might be having since the pandemic has been keeping revenue artificially

low for many providers. Once things return to normal, though, the new higher rates may still

not be enough for providers in child care deserts to survive. To help with the dysfunctional

markets that create child care deserts in rural communities and urban neighborhoods, we

propose exploring the idea of adding a child care desert premium or di" erential to the current

reimbursement rate, similar to and on top of the premium a provider receives for Parent

Aware Star ratings. It would be an additional boost for providers in those areas where child

care facilities have particular di# culty developing naturally, and it would not only help existing

providers stay in business, it could incentivize new providers to enter the business.

6. Involve all stakeholders in community discussions, especially private-sector businesses.

Child care shortages will often need to be solved at the community level, with all stakeholders

coming together to discuss the issue and look for solutions. Rarely has one sector been able to

solve the problem itself.  Employers especially need to be involved. Employers have high stakes

in the child care infrastructure. The number of stories are rising of employers who have finally

found someone to fill an important, long-vacant position at their company only to have the

family leave because they couldn’t find child care locally. Child care, along with housing and

transportation, are the three biggest barriers to finding workers right now, says Vicki

Leaderbrand of the Rural Minnesota Concentrated Employment Program in Detroit Lakes.

RMCEP provides services to help match employers with potential employees through

retraining, career counseling and other programs. Without child care, workers are cut o"  from

what could be a new career. It also cuts o"  Greater Minnesota employers, from manufacturers

to colleges to clinics and hospitals, from the people they need to grow their businesses.

 Despite how important child care is to employees, though, employers in general have been

slow to step in and get involved with finding solutions. Some of Minnesota’s largest companies

do help with child care. Taylor Corporation, a major employer in south central Minnesota, has

been providing deeply subsidized child care as a benefit to its employees for forty years. The

center’s sta"  are Taylor Corporation employees. Harmony Enterprises in Harmony, MN, built its

own daycare center in 2016, as did Gardonville Telecom in Brandon, MN, in 2014.  Not every

business can a" ord to open its own center, especially smaller companies, but there are other

ways employers can contribute to creating a stable environment for child care providers:

“reserving” slots with a local provider, contributing funds or space or other resources to a

community project, or providing a child care allowance to employees.

7. Allow for creativity. In an e" ort to keep children safe and increase learning standards,

sometimes policy can become too rigid, as we saw in policy issues that were addressed in 2019.

In a situation where regular market forces don’t work, however, businesses need to be able to

think creatively to come up with ideas that solve problems. For example, child care in or

connected to schools and senior living facilities are serving infants to preschoolers by helping

reduce expensive overhead, allowing the provider to spend more on sta"  wages. In some

models where the school becomes the child care provider, the child care sta" ers are also

employees of the school district and are eligible for health benefits, a rare thing in child care,

while in other models, they are not employees but may still have access to benefits.

8. Allow for flexibility. The pod model is a new type of license for family child care providers that

allows multiple providers to operate in one building without operating as a center. Providers

run their programs separately, but they share the overhead costs that can make opening and

operating a center prohibitively expensive in rural areas. This model could be more attractive

to potential providers who don’t want to start a center but also don’t want to operate their

child care business in their homes. This kind of flexibility in policy makes innovation possible,

and that leads to solutions.

9. Allow for experimentat ion. One of the most exciting developments in child care is the partnership

that has developed between eight north central Minnesota counties and Sourcewell, a regional

service cooperative located in Staples. The idea came out of a routine meeting of county social

service directors discussing whether they could combine their resources in some way to provide

better county licensing services. Most of the five counties in Sourcewell’s region could devote only

part of a full- time position to county licensing, whose primary role is to help family child care

providers become licensed and to conduct inspections. They eventually approached Sourcewell to

see if their service cooperative could help somehow. Regional service cooperatives have been

offering bulk purchasing and technical support to school districts and counties throughout

Minnesota for decades. Working together with the Minnesota Department of Human Services, the

counties and Sourcewell eventually developed a formal partnership. Sourcewell provides licensing

services for these counties and offers an annual conference for family child care providers. The

partnership has expanded from the original five counties in Sourcewell’s region (Region 5) to

include three more counties located in Region 4. While the counties are still responsible for the

enforcement of any infractions, Sourcewell is able to provide the full attention county licensing

requires.

Is it  t ime?

Child care is no longer a luxury. It is an economic development tool and an indispensable part of our

economic infrastructure, especially in Greater Minnesota. We are at a point where with focus,

motivation and will, we could have real impact on our child care crisis.

 

[i] Grunewald, Rob, “How a COVID-19 10-person group limit a! ects Minnesota’s child care

providers,” Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, June 24, 2020.

Revised July 7, 2021. This report originally stated that group limits were required for child care

centers, which was incorrect. They were only strongly recommended.
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After a year of COVID, spiking unemployment, closed schools, and restricted businesses, rural

Minnesotans may be looking at a unique opportunity in economic development. Since the Great

Recession, rural employers have been dealing with an ever-growing job vacancy rate, which we

discussed in our recent report, “The pandemic paints a di! erent employment picture in Greater

Minnesota.” Now, at the beginning of 2021, we’ve been presented with a new and rare opportunity:

we also have a larger-than-usual pool of unemployed workers. We now have the chance to match

workers without job to jobs that need workers.

But a few things stand in the way of taking full advantage of this opportunity. The first issue we

addressed in last month’s report. Most of Minnesota’s unemployed workers’ skills don’t match up

with the skills rural employers currently need in health care services and our growing manufacturing

sector. Many of the needed skills require training, and therefore, we need to make sure our

retraining programs are ready for the challenge. Matching the right people with the right training

programs to get them into good jobs would be a boon to young families looking to move to a

community for the rural lifestyle.

 The other piece, though, is much tougher to fix, and that piece is child care. The one thing holding

rural Minnesota back from taking a serious leap forward economically is the lack of workers, and

there are three things getting in the way of fixing that: a lack of child care, a lack of a" ordable

housing, and a lack of transportation. The biggest of these is child care.

The trends

Last year finally brought into sharp focus just how important child care is to maintaining a

functioning economy. As we noted in our original report on child care, “A Quiet Crisis,” in nearly

80% of Minnesota families, all parents work, and child care issues are the primary cause of

absenteeism among American workers. Child care is indeed the infrastructure that keeps America

working, and COVID-19 and 2020 made this painfully clear.

Licensed child care comes in two forms: center-based child care (CCC) and family, or in-home, child

care (FCC). Because of economies of scale, family child care is far more prevalent in areas of sparse

population, while child care centers are much more common in urban and suburban areas. In

Minnesota, both types were growing fairly steadily until 2000. Around that time, something

happened. The number of licensed centers kept growing, albeit modestly, particularly in urban

areas, but the number of licensed family care providers started to plummet (Figure 1 & Table 1).
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Figure 1: Change in center child care and family child care providers and capacity statewide, year-

end 2000-2020.

 

Table 1: Between 2000 and 2020, center licenses and capacity grew statewide, while family child care

went steadily down.

 

In the Twin Cities, growth in center capacity between 2000 and 2019 was almost able to make up for

the loss in family-based child care. The metro area ended 2019 with a net of -1,462 spaces (FCC and

CCC capacity combined). 2020 set things back further with a net loss of an additional 1,200 spaces.

In Greater Minnesota, the net loss of child care capacity was much larger: more than 20,000 space

were lost, even though population in most Greater Minnesota counties grew during that time. 2020

was barely a blip in the downward trend in family child care capacity (Table 2).

 

Table 2: Net change in child care capacity, 2000-2020.

 

The loss in family child care is particularly troubling for rural areas. The sparse populations that

characterize rural places make it more di# cult to open child care centers, which usually require

more children to achieve the level of revenue needed to pay for the higher startup and ongoing

operating costs of a center. Family providers, who care for children in their homes, don’t require the

building or the sta"  that centers do and therefore can operate financially with fewer children. For

this reason, family child care has been the foundation of child care in rural Minnesota much more so

than centers. While centers have been growing, family child care capacity has been falling faster.

While center capacity increased as a share of overall capacity in Greater Minnesota, the number of

centers actually fell, from 692 in 2000 to 625 in 2012, back up to 674 in 2019, then back down to 654

at the end of 2020. What this trend overall implies is that on average each center is getting bigger,

but we are not necessarily getting more of them. Child care centers in the seven-county metro area

are getting bigger on average as well, but while their numbers also dropped for a while between

2000 and 2010, they started increasing again, peaking at 1,104 in 2019, only to drop back to 1,072 in

2020.

In Greater Minnesota, larger but fewer centers means that child care is concentrating in areas that

can support them, larger towns and cities with an ample pool of families. That doesn’t help families

that live outside those centers’ range. Adding capacity in Mankato doesn’t help a family fifty miles

away in rural Mountain Lake unless one of the parents works in or near Mankato. This is the reason

we hear so many firsthand experiences of parents driving their child 30 miles to a provider, then 20

miles back in to get to work.

 

Regional loss

In 2016, we presented a graphic showing the shortfall in child care capacity for each region of the

state. Figure 2 shows that graphic and an updated version. In four of the seven regions, the child

care shortage and the amount the region would need to grow its child care capacity stayed fairly

steady, not much better and not much worse. In three regions, however—Central, West Central and

Northwest, the shortfall truly intensified. Table 3 also illustrates the trend by region between 2000

and 2020. In the Twin Cities area, capacity grew, but so did the region’s population of under-6

children. In the West Central region, the estimated number of children needing child care also grew,

by more than 1,100, but child care capacity dropped by over 500 spaces.

 

 

Figure 2: Child care capacity, shortfall, and the amount needed to grow capacity to make up for that

shortfall, by Minnesota Initiative Foundation region, 2015 and 2020. Licensed child care capacity

versus the estimated number of children under 6 with both or all parents in the workforce.

 

 

Table 3: Net change in center and family child care capacity by region, 2000-2020.

 

What happened in 2020?

2020 was a particularly rough year for child care (see Table 4). As businesses and schools shut down,

everything suddenly moved to the home. Child care providers found themselves adapting quickly to

new rules that would allow them to stay open to care for the children of essential workers, even

while they faced a substantial loss in revenue.

 

Table 4: Net change in center and family licenses and capacity between year-end 2019 and year-end

2020.

 

Parents kept their children home from child care for a number of reasons: the parent(s) lost their

jobs and couldn’t a" ord child care anymore; they were working from home and decided to save on

child care costs by keeping the kids home, too; they feared they or their children would be infected;

or their child was sick or quarantined due to exposure to COVID and had to stay home. Often,

though, the reason their children stayed home was because their child care was no longer available.

And COVID added a new quirk to the problem. In normal times, a family that couldn’t access child

care would often call on friends or family for help. In the pandemic, though, families have become

reluctant to ask the grandparents for help because of a fear of infecting them, thus closing o"  that

avenue as well.

For child care centers, restrictions on the number of people per room—group limits—had the

potential for the largest impact (see Figure 4). Under normal circumstances, state child care quotas

limit the number of children per adult in a child care facility, with di" erent numbers for di" erent age

groups. For example, the quota for the preschool age group is ten children per adult. Therefore, a

typical classroom might have twenty preschoolers and two teachers, a lead teacher and an assistant

teacher.

Mandating a 10-persons-per-room limit would have wreaked havoc on centers’ revenue and sta# ng

and was therefore strongly recommended but not required by state health o# cials. Using the

preschool classroom example above, restricting the number of people in a room to ten would mean

the classroom could have only nine children and one teacher, the lead teacher. If the center had an

extra room, another lead teacher (not the assistant teacher) could take another nine children. But

that would still leave two children without a classroom and the assistant teacher without a role. If

the center didn’t have the extra room, the leftover children would be out of luck and have to stay

home.[i]

 

Figure 4: Group limits and their impact on centers.

 

For family providers, group limits weren’t as much of an issue since they generally care for fewer

than ten children at any one time. They faced other issues, however: children kept home were a big

issue, but school closures also created di# culties. Providers were asked to look after school-age

children who would normally be in school, and providers often felt obligated to help them with their

online classes. School-age children also brought with them higher expenses in food and other

supplies needed for this di" erent age group.

Anticipating the impact on child care revenue, the state issued emergency child care grants in three

rounds to center and family providers using federal CARES Act funds. The Minnesota Initiative

Foundations also created a fund and awarded grants. These grants didn’t save every provider, but

they seem to have limited the damage in Minnesota considerably compared to other states.

 

Moving on from 2020: Quick fixes for 2021 to keep child care
intact

The tribulations of 2020 aren’t over for child care providers. As more people are vaccinated and

once unemployment benefits end, there will be a rush of people wanting to get back to work and

back to workplaces, but the child care shortage will still be with us. We may also have to deal with

intermittent waves of COVID infections as new variants roll through, requiring some restrictions

again, albeit on a smaller scale.

And Greater Minnesota still sits with thousands of open jobs and shrinking child care capacity.

Around the state, thousands of workers will be looking for new and maybe even better jobs than

they had before, hopefully in Greater Minnesota. Will the child care providers who closed in 2020

reopen? What will incentivize new providers to step up?

Greater Minnesota will need a robust workforce development system to match people with jobs and

a robust child care network to make it possible for workers and their families to take the jobs of

their choice and live in the community of their choice without the stress of wondering what they will

do for child care. So what do we do next?

First, we make sure our current child care system stays intact. 

The emergency child care grants awarded by the state and the Initiative Foundations during 2020

have been a lifeline for providers, said Lynn Haglin, vice president and KIDS PLUS director at the

Northland Foundation in Duluth, one of the six Minnesota Initiative Foundations. With very little

margin for error, both family and center-based providers needed the monthly infusion of cash to be

able to keep the doors open to care for the children of essential workers. Until group limits are lifted

and providers can operate at normal enrollments again, continuing these grants will be crucial.

Currently the state is counting on another round of COVID emergency money from the federal

government to provide dollars for future emergency grants after the current round of grants run

out.

If those federal funds don’t materialize, a priority will be to find funds to keep as many providers as

possible in business. The private sector can help. While many businesses around the state are

struggling to stay afloat, others are doing well. One suggestion would be for them to form a special

child care philanthropy fund, perhaps working with the Initiative Foundations or other community

foundations around the state to help disburse grants to child care providers.

Also, once restrictions are lifted and unemployment benefits end, there will be a need to match

workers with jobs. As our workforce report pointed out, many of those workers may want to explore

the vacant jobs waiting for them in Greater Minnesota. Those workers, however, probably don’t

have the skills needed for those jobs. The state already has a robust system of workforce

development and training programs around the state that will play a big role in making these

matches work. However, workers with families may need help paying for child care while they

participate in retraining and other education programs.

 Programs like the Minnesota Family Investment Program provide subsidies to very low-income

families to pay for child care while the parent is retraining. However, the scope of the MFIP subsidy

and that of the other CCAP programs may need to be expanded to avoid income cli! s. If a family’s

income excludes them from using MFIP or the Basic Sliding Fee child care program but they still

can’t a" ord child care or can’t find it, it could be a major deterrent for them.

Usually, a family is tapered o"  child care subsidies as their income increases, until at some point

they are earning enough to not qualify for subsidies at all. However, their income may still not be

high enough to a" ord child care in their area. At that point, they are out of luck and so are the

businesses that may have hired these workers. Here is another opportunity for not just the state,

but local businesses and even communities to sponsor potential workers by supporting their

retraining and the move to their new community by helping them find and pay for child care.

 

Beyond 2020: How do we fix child care for the long term?

As we get through 2021 and 2022 and things get back to normal, what then? Is “normal” where child

care is concerned where we want to be?

Here again we have another opportunity staring us in the face: the opportunity to fix child care

altogether. That may sound outrageous—after all, the solution to our child care crisis has eluded not

just policy makers in Minnesota but all over the United States. But historically, times of great

upheaval can turn out to be times of great opportunity for those who are prepared and looking out

for it.

After the pandemic, we’ll be focusing on fixing our economy, and child care will have to be a part of

that. But it can’t be an afterthought. Bringing it back to 2019 levels of providers is still far below 2000

levels and below what would be deemed inadequate. To fix child care and not just continue to patch

it, we may need something akin to a Marshall Plan, which will require concentrated focus, a lot of

money, and a great deal of will and commitment to get it done.

Right now, we have some breathing space before people need to find jobs and get back to work.

Now is a good time to work on the beginnings of a permanent solution instead of once again

reaching for the band-aids. Here are some places we recommend starting.

1. Decide what child care is. Is it a business? Is it a school? Can it be both? Can it be one or the

other? Is child care a highly regulated private business or an underfunded public school? One

or the other—or variations in between—might work better for some communities than others,

but whatever it is, we need to decide, even if that’s deciding to let communities decide.

Providers live with a great deal of ambiguity that adds stress to an already stressful job.

2. Continue to monitor child care policy for usefulness and unintended side e! ects. Our

survey of providers taken in 2018 recorded numerous examples of regulations that, though

they were well intended, ended up adding levels of hassle to already-stressed providers. In

2019, the Minnesota Legislature passed policy that addressed many of the hassle factors. From

making it legal for providers to allow their kids to reuse their own reusable water bottles and

sippy cups to determining that a family child care provider’s own children who live in the same

home with her don’t need to have background checks except under very specific

circumstances, the responsiveness of the Legislature is to be commended. The changes went a

long way in addressing many policies that may have seemed inconsequential to someone not

in child care but were adding to both center and family providers’ stress. Once the Legislature

can move on to non-emergency policies, we recommend regularly monitoring existing policy

and screening proposed policy from the perspective of the provider, the child and their family,

all while maintaining safety. Click here for a more extensive summary of policy changes

made in 2019 and 2020.

3. Remember family providers. Family providers are the backbone of child care in Greater

Minnesota, and yet we have half the number today that we had in 2000, leaving most rural

regions child care deserts, even though Greater Minnesota’s population has increased. Until it

becomes more a" ordable and feasible to start centers in areas of sparse population, family

providers will continue to be needed. Another creation of the 2019 legislative session was the

Family Child Care Task Force, a legislative task force made up of child care experts, state

o# cials, child care providers and parents. Their task was to discuss the many identified

problems contributing to the decrease in family child care numbers and to figure out some

solutions. Despite being interrupted by COVID, the FCCTF met on a regular basis and just

recently turned in their final report—on time.

4. Don’t  allow reimbursement rates to stagnate again. The “reimbursement rate” refers to

Child Care Assistance Program subsidies that help low-income families pay for child care.

Instead of going directly to the family, this subsidy is paid directly to the provider on behalf of

the family. It is an important source of revenue, especially in child care deserts, where families

tend to be lower income. Since 2003, providers who depend on child care reimbursement rates

have had a rocky path. That year, rates were frozen through 2005 while the O# ce of the

Legislative Auditor investigated suspect practices by state agencies in disbursing CCAP

payments. Rates were unfrozen in 2005 and raised slightly in 2006, but then they were reduced

by 2.5% in 2011. In 2014, rates were raised back to their 2006 level with a slight increase for

some counties. Finally, in 2020, reimbursement rates were given a substantial boost. But rates

stayed essentially the same or decreased for providers for 14 years between 2006 and 2020.

The legislation also allocated funds for fiscal years 2021, 2022 and 2023.

5. Child care desert premium. Right now, it’s di# cult to determine the impact the new higher

reimbursement rates might be having since the pandemic has been keeping revenue artificially

low for many providers. Once things return to normal, though, the new higher rates may still

not be enough for providers in child care deserts to survive. To help with the dysfunctional

markets that create child care deserts in rural communities and urban neighborhoods, we

propose exploring the idea of adding a child care desert premium or di" erential to the current

reimbursement rate, similar to and on top of the premium a provider receives for Parent

Aware Star ratings. It would be an additional boost for providers in those areas where child

care facilities have particular di# culty developing naturally, and it would not only help existing

providers stay in business, it could incentivize new providers to enter the business.

6. Involve all stakeholders in community discussions, especially private-sector businesses.

Child care shortages will often need to be solved at the community level, with all stakeholders

coming together to discuss the issue and look for solutions. Rarely has one sector been able to

solve the problem itself.  Employers especially need to be involved. Employers have high stakes

in the child care infrastructure. The number of stories are rising of employers who have finally

found someone to fill an important, long-vacant position at their company only to have the

family leave because they couldn’t find child care locally. Child care, along with housing and

transportation, are the three biggest barriers to finding workers right now, says Vicki

Leaderbrand of the Rural Minnesota Concentrated Employment Program in Detroit Lakes.

RMCEP provides services to help match employers with potential employees through

retraining, career counseling and other programs. Without child care, workers are cut o"  from

what could be a new career. It also cuts o"  Greater Minnesota employers, from manufacturers

to colleges to clinics and hospitals, from the people they need to grow their businesses.

 Despite how important child care is to employees, though, employers in general have been

slow to step in and get involved with finding solutions. Some of Minnesota’s largest companies

do help with child care. Taylor Corporation, a major employer in south central Minnesota, has

been providing deeply subsidized child care as a benefit to its employees for forty years. The

center’s sta"  are Taylor Corporation employees. Harmony Enterprises in Harmony, MN, built its

own daycare center in 2016, as did Gardonville Telecom in Brandon, MN, in 2014.  Not every

business can a" ord to open its own center, especially smaller companies, but there are other

ways employers can contribute to creating a stable environment for child care providers:

“reserving” slots with a local provider, contributing funds or space or other resources to a

community project, or providing a child care allowance to employees.

7. Allow for creativity. In an e" ort to keep children safe and increase learning standards,

sometimes policy can become too rigid, as we saw in policy issues that were addressed in 2019.

In a situation where regular market forces don’t work, however, businesses need to be able to

think creatively to come up with ideas that solve problems. For example, child care in or

connected to schools and senior living facilities are serving infants to preschoolers by helping

reduce expensive overhead, allowing the provider to spend more on sta"  wages. In some

models where the school becomes the child care provider, the child care sta" ers are also

employees of the school district and are eligible for health benefits, a rare thing in child care,

while in other models, they are not employees but may still have access to benefits.

8. Allow for flexibility. The pod model is a new type of license for family child care providers that

allows multiple providers to operate in one building without operating as a center. Providers

run their programs separately, but they share the overhead costs that can make opening and

operating a center prohibitively expensive in rural areas. This model could be more attractive

to potential providers who don’t want to start a center but also don’t want to operate their

child care business in their homes. This kind of flexibility in policy makes innovation possible,

and that leads to solutions.

9. Allow for experimentat ion. One of the most exciting developments in child care is the partnership

that has developed between eight north central Minnesota counties and Sourcewell, a regional

service cooperative located in Staples. The idea came out of a routine meeting of county social

service directors discussing whether they could combine their resources in some way to provide

better county licensing services. Most of the five counties in Sourcewell’s region could devote only

part of a full- time position to county licensing, whose primary role is to help family child care

providers become licensed and to conduct inspections. They eventually approached Sourcewell to

see if their service cooperative could help somehow. Regional service cooperatives have been

offering bulk purchasing and technical support to school districts and counties throughout

Minnesota for decades. Working together with the Minnesota Department of Human Services, the

counties and Sourcewell eventually developed a formal partnership. Sourcewell provides licensing

services for these counties and offers an annual conference for family child care providers. The

partnership has expanded from the original five counties in Sourcewell’s region (Region 5) to

include three more counties located in Region 4. While the counties are still responsible for the

enforcement of any infractions, Sourcewell is able to provide the full attention county licensing

requires.

Is it  t ime?

Child care is no longer a luxury. It is an economic development tool and an indispensable part of our

economic infrastructure, especially in Greater Minnesota. We are at a point where with focus,

motivation and will, we could have real impact on our child care crisis.

 

[i] Grunewald, Rob, “How a COVID-19 10-person group limit a! ects Minnesota’s child care

providers,” Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, June 24, 2020.

Revised July 7, 2021. This report originally stated that group limits were required for child care

centers, which was incorrect. They were only strongly recommended.
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Child care in rural Minnesota after
2020

by Marnie Werner, VP Research

A unique opportunity?
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here. To download the slides from the webinar presentation, click here. (12 MB)

After a year of COVID, spiking unemployment, closed schools, and restricted businesses, rural

Minnesotans may be looking at a unique opportunity in economic development. Since the Great

Recession, rural employers have been dealing with an ever-growing job vacancy rate, which we

discussed in our recent report, “The pandemic paints a di! erent employment picture in Greater

Minnesota.” Now, at the beginning of 2021, we’ve been presented with a new and rare opportunity:

we also have a larger-than-usual pool of unemployed workers. We now have the chance to match

workers without job to jobs that need workers.

But a few things stand in the way of taking full advantage of this opportunity. The first issue we

addressed in last month’s report. Most of Minnesota’s unemployed workers’ skills don’t match up

with the skills rural employers currently need in health care services and our growing manufacturing

sector. Many of the needed skills require training, and therefore, we need to make sure our

retraining programs are ready for the challenge. Matching the right people with the right training

programs to get them into good jobs would be a boon to young families looking to move to a

community for the rural lifestyle.

 The other piece, though, is much tougher to fix, and that piece is child care. The one thing holding

rural Minnesota back from taking a serious leap forward economically is the lack of workers, and

there are three things getting in the way of fixing that: a lack of child care, a lack of a" ordable

housing, and a lack of transportation. The biggest of these is child care.

The trends

Last year finally brought into sharp focus just how important child care is to maintaining a

functioning economy. As we noted in our original report on child care, “A Quiet Crisis,” in nearly

80% of Minnesota families, all parents work, and child care issues are the primary cause of

absenteeism among American workers. Child care is indeed the infrastructure that keeps America

working, and COVID-19 and 2020 made this painfully clear.

Licensed child care comes in two forms: center-based child care (CCC) and family, or in-home, child

care (FCC). Because of economies of scale, family child care is far more prevalent in areas of sparse

population, while child care centers are much more common in urban and suburban areas. In

Minnesota, both types were growing fairly steadily until 2000. Around that time, something

happened. The number of licensed centers kept growing, albeit modestly, particularly in urban

areas, but the number of licensed family care providers started to plummet (Figure 1 & Table 1).
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Figure 1: Change in center child care and family child care providers and capacity statewide, year-

end 2000-2020.

 

Table 1: Between 2000 and 2020, center licenses and capacity grew statewide, while family child care

went steadily down.

 

In the Twin Cities, growth in center capacity between 2000 and 2019 was almost able to make up for

the loss in family-based child care. The metro area ended 2019 with a net of -1,462 spaces (FCC and

CCC capacity combined). 2020 set things back further with a net loss of an additional 1,200 spaces.

In Greater Minnesota, the net loss of child care capacity was much larger: more than 20,000 space

were lost, even though population in most Greater Minnesota counties grew during that time. 2020

was barely a blip in the downward trend in family child care capacity (Table 2).

 

Table 2: Net change in child care capacity, 2000-2020.

 

The loss in family child care is particularly troubling for rural areas. The sparse populations that

characterize rural places make it more di# cult to open child care centers, which usually require

more children to achieve the level of revenue needed to pay for the higher startup and ongoing

operating costs of a center. Family providers, who care for children in their homes, don’t require the

building or the sta"  that centers do and therefore can operate financially with fewer children. For

this reason, family child care has been the foundation of child care in rural Minnesota much more so

than centers. While centers have been growing, family child care capacity has been falling faster.

While center capacity increased as a share of overall capacity in Greater Minnesota, the number of

centers actually fell, from 692 in 2000 to 625 in 2012, back up to 674 in 2019, then back down to 654

at the end of 2020. What this trend overall implies is that on average each center is getting bigger,

but we are not necessarily getting more of them. Child care centers in the seven-county metro area

are getting bigger on average as well, but while their numbers also dropped for a while between

2000 and 2010, they started increasing again, peaking at 1,104 in 2019, only to drop back to 1,072 in

2020.

In Greater Minnesota, larger but fewer centers means that child care is concentrating in areas that

can support them, larger towns and cities with an ample pool of families. That doesn’t help families

that live outside those centers’ range. Adding capacity in Mankato doesn’t help a family fifty miles

away in rural Mountain Lake unless one of the parents works in or near Mankato. This is the reason

we hear so many firsthand experiences of parents driving their child 30 miles to a provider, then 20

miles back in to get to work.

 

Regional loss

In 2016, we presented a graphic showing the shortfall in child care capacity for each region of the

state. Figure 2 shows that graphic and an updated version. In four of the seven regions, the child

care shortage and the amount the region would need to grow its child care capacity stayed fairly

steady, not much better and not much worse. In three regions, however—Central, West Central and

Northwest, the shortfall truly intensified. Table 3 also illustrates the trend by region between 2000

and 2020. In the Twin Cities area, capacity grew, but so did the region’s population of under-6

children. In the West Central region, the estimated number of children needing child care also grew,

by more than 1,100, but child care capacity dropped by over 500 spaces.

 

 

Figure 2: Child care capacity, shortfall, and the amount needed to grow capacity to make up for that

shortfall, by Minnesota Initiative Foundation region, 2015 and 2020. Licensed child care capacity

versus the estimated number of children under 6 with both or all parents in the workforce.

 

 

Table 3: Net change in center and family child care capacity by region, 2000-2020.

 

What happened in 2020?

2020 was a particularly rough year for child care (see Table 4). As businesses and schools shut down,

everything suddenly moved to the home. Child care providers found themselves adapting quickly to

new rules that would allow them to stay open to care for the children of essential workers, even

while they faced a substantial loss in revenue.

 

Table 4: Net change in center and family licenses and capacity between year-end 2019 and year-end

2020.

 

Parents kept their children home from child care for a number of reasons: the parent(s) lost their

jobs and couldn’t a" ord child care anymore; they were working from home and decided to save on

child care costs by keeping the kids home, too; they feared they or their children would be infected;

or their child was sick or quarantined due to exposure to COVID and had to stay home. Often,

though, the reason their children stayed home was because their child care was no longer available.

And COVID added a new quirk to the problem. In normal times, a family that couldn’t access child

care would often call on friends or family for help. In the pandemic, though, families have become

reluctant to ask the grandparents for help because of a fear of infecting them, thus closing o"  that

avenue as well.

For child care centers, restrictions on the number of people per room—group limits—had the

potential for the largest impact (see Figure 4). Under normal circumstances, state child care quotas

limit the number of children per adult in a child care facility, with di" erent numbers for di" erent age

groups. For example, the quota for the preschool age group is ten children per adult. Therefore, a

typical classroom might have twenty preschoolers and two teachers, a lead teacher and an assistant

teacher.

Mandating a 10-persons-per-room limit would have wreaked havoc on centers’ revenue and sta# ng

and was therefore strongly recommended but not required by state health o# cials. Using the

preschool classroom example above, restricting the number of people in a room to ten would mean

the classroom could have only nine children and one teacher, the lead teacher. If the center had an

extra room, another lead teacher (not the assistant teacher) could take another nine children. But

that would still leave two children without a classroom and the assistant teacher without a role. If

the center didn’t have the extra room, the leftover children would be out of luck and have to stay

home.[i]

 

Figure 4: Group limits and their impact on centers.

 

For family providers, group limits weren’t as much of an issue since they generally care for fewer

than ten children at any one time. They faced other issues, however: children kept home were a big

issue, but school closures also created di# culties. Providers were asked to look after school-age

children who would normally be in school, and providers often felt obligated to help them with their

online classes. School-age children also brought with them higher expenses in food and other

supplies needed for this di" erent age group.

Anticipating the impact on child care revenue, the state issued emergency child care grants in three

rounds to center and family providers using federal CARES Act funds. The Minnesota Initiative

Foundations also created a fund and awarded grants. These grants didn’t save every provider, but

they seem to have limited the damage in Minnesota considerably compared to other states.

 

Moving on from 2020: Quick fixes for 2021 to keep child care
intact

The tribulations of 2020 aren’t over for child care providers. As more people are vaccinated and

once unemployment benefits end, there will be a rush of people wanting to get back to work and

back to workplaces, but the child care shortage will still be with us. We may also have to deal with

intermittent waves of COVID infections as new variants roll through, requiring some restrictions

again, albeit on a smaller scale.

And Greater Minnesota still sits with thousands of open jobs and shrinking child care capacity.

Around the state, thousands of workers will be looking for new and maybe even better jobs than

they had before, hopefully in Greater Minnesota. Will the child care providers who closed in 2020

reopen? What will incentivize new providers to step up?

Greater Minnesota will need a robust workforce development system to match people with jobs and

a robust child care network to make it possible for workers and their families to take the jobs of

their choice and live in the community of their choice without the stress of wondering what they will

do for child care. So what do we do next?

First, we make sure our current child care system stays intact. 

The emergency child care grants awarded by the state and the Initiative Foundations during 2020

have been a lifeline for providers, said Lynn Haglin, vice president and KIDS PLUS director at the

Northland Foundation in Duluth, one of the six Minnesota Initiative Foundations. With very little

margin for error, both family and center-based providers needed the monthly infusion of cash to be

able to keep the doors open to care for the children of essential workers. Until group limits are lifted

and providers can operate at normal enrollments again, continuing these grants will be crucial.

Currently the state is counting on another round of COVID emergency money from the federal

government to provide dollars for future emergency grants after the current round of grants run

out.

If those federal funds don’t materialize, a priority will be to find funds to keep as many providers as

possible in business. The private sector can help. While many businesses around the state are

struggling to stay afloat, others are doing well. One suggestion would be for them to form a special

child care philanthropy fund, perhaps working with the Initiative Foundations or other community

foundations around the state to help disburse grants to child care providers.

Also, once restrictions are lifted and unemployment benefits end, there will be a need to match

workers with jobs. As our workforce report pointed out, many of those workers may want to explore

the vacant jobs waiting for them in Greater Minnesota. Those workers, however, probably don’t

have the skills needed for those jobs. The state already has a robust system of workforce

development and training programs around the state that will play a big role in making these

matches work. However, workers with families may need help paying for child care while they

participate in retraining and other education programs.

 Programs like the Minnesota Family Investment Program provide subsidies to very low-income

families to pay for child care while the parent is retraining. However, the scope of the MFIP subsidy

and that of the other CCAP programs may need to be expanded to avoid income cli! s. If a family’s

income excludes them from using MFIP or the Basic Sliding Fee child care program but they still

can’t a" ord child care or can’t find it, it could be a major deterrent for them.

Usually, a family is tapered o"  child care subsidies as their income increases, until at some point

they are earning enough to not qualify for subsidies at all. However, their income may still not be

high enough to a" ord child care in their area. At that point, they are out of luck and so are the

businesses that may have hired these workers. Here is another opportunity for not just the state,

but local businesses and even communities to sponsor potential workers by supporting their

retraining and the move to their new community by helping them find and pay for child care.

 

Beyond 2020: How do we fix child care for the long term?

As we get through 2021 and 2022 and things get back to normal, what then? Is “normal” where child

care is concerned where we want to be?

Here again we have another opportunity staring us in the face: the opportunity to fix child care

altogether. That may sound outrageous—after all, the solution to our child care crisis has eluded not

just policy makers in Minnesota but all over the United States. But historically, times of great

upheaval can turn out to be times of great opportunity for those who are prepared and looking out

for it.

After the pandemic, we’ll be focusing on fixing our economy, and child care will have to be a part of

that. But it can’t be an afterthought. Bringing it back to 2019 levels of providers is still far below 2000

levels and below what would be deemed inadequate. To fix child care and not just continue to patch

it, we may need something akin to a Marshall Plan, which will require concentrated focus, a lot of

money, and a great deal of will and commitment to get it done.

Right now, we have some breathing space before people need to find jobs and get back to work.

Now is a good time to work on the beginnings of a permanent solution instead of once again

reaching for the band-aids. Here are some places we recommend starting.

1. Decide what child care is. Is it a business? Is it a school? Can it be both? Can it be one or the

other? Is child care a highly regulated private business or an underfunded public school? One

or the other—or variations in between—might work better for some communities than others,

but whatever it is, we need to decide, even if that’s deciding to let communities decide.

Providers live with a great deal of ambiguity that adds stress to an already stressful job.

2. Continue to monitor child care policy for usefulness and unintended side e! ects. Our

survey of providers taken in 2018 recorded numerous examples of regulations that, though

they were well intended, ended up adding levels of hassle to already-stressed providers. In

2019, the Minnesota Legislature passed policy that addressed many of the hassle factors. From

making it legal for providers to allow their kids to reuse their own reusable water bottles and

sippy cups to determining that a family child care provider’s own children who live in the same

home with her don’t need to have background checks except under very specific

circumstances, the responsiveness of the Legislature is to be commended. The changes went a

long way in addressing many policies that may have seemed inconsequential to someone not

in child care but were adding to both center and family providers’ stress. Once the Legislature

can move on to non-emergency policies, we recommend regularly monitoring existing policy

and screening proposed policy from the perspective of the provider, the child and their family,

all while maintaining safety. Click here for a more extensive summary of policy changes

made in 2019 and 2020.

3. Remember family providers. Family providers are the backbone of child care in Greater

Minnesota, and yet we have half the number today that we had in 2000, leaving most rural

regions child care deserts, even though Greater Minnesota’s population has increased. Until it

becomes more a" ordable and feasible to start centers in areas of sparse population, family

providers will continue to be needed. Another creation of the 2019 legislative session was the

Family Child Care Task Force, a legislative task force made up of child care experts, state

o# cials, child care providers and parents. Their task was to discuss the many identified

problems contributing to the decrease in family child care numbers and to figure out some

solutions. Despite being interrupted by COVID, the FCCTF met on a regular basis and just

recently turned in their final report—on time.

4. Don’t  allow reimbursement rates to stagnate again. The “reimbursement rate” refers to

Child Care Assistance Program subsidies that help low-income families pay for child care.

Instead of going directly to the family, this subsidy is paid directly to the provider on behalf of

the family. It is an important source of revenue, especially in child care deserts, where families

tend to be lower income. Since 2003, providers who depend on child care reimbursement rates

have had a rocky path. That year, rates were frozen through 2005 while the O# ce of the

Legislative Auditor investigated suspect practices by state agencies in disbursing CCAP

payments. Rates were unfrozen in 2005 and raised slightly in 2006, but then they were reduced

by 2.5% in 2011. In 2014, rates were raised back to their 2006 level with a slight increase for

some counties. Finally, in 2020, reimbursement rates were given a substantial boost. But rates

stayed essentially the same or decreased for providers for 14 years between 2006 and 2020.

The legislation also allocated funds for fiscal years 2021, 2022 and 2023.

5. Child care desert premium. Right now, it’s di# cult to determine the impact the new higher

reimbursement rates might be having since the pandemic has been keeping revenue artificially

low for many providers. Once things return to normal, though, the new higher rates may still

not be enough for providers in child care deserts to survive. To help with the dysfunctional

markets that create child care deserts in rural communities and urban neighborhoods, we

propose exploring the idea of adding a child care desert premium or di" erential to the current

reimbursement rate, similar to and on top of the premium a provider receives for Parent

Aware Star ratings. It would be an additional boost for providers in those areas where child

care facilities have particular di# culty developing naturally, and it would not only help existing

providers stay in business, it could incentivize new providers to enter the business.

6. Involve all stakeholders in community discussions, especially private-sector businesses.

Child care shortages will often need to be solved at the community level, with all stakeholders

coming together to discuss the issue and look for solutions. Rarely has one sector been able to

solve the problem itself.  Employers especially need to be involved. Employers have high stakes

in the child care infrastructure. The number of stories are rising of employers who have finally

found someone to fill an important, long-vacant position at their company only to have the

family leave because they couldn’t find child care locally. Child care, along with housing and

transportation, are the three biggest barriers to finding workers right now, says Vicki

Leaderbrand of the Rural Minnesota Concentrated Employment Program in Detroit Lakes.

RMCEP provides services to help match employers with potential employees through

retraining, career counseling and other programs. Without child care, workers are cut o"  from

what could be a new career. It also cuts o"  Greater Minnesota employers, from manufacturers

to colleges to clinics and hospitals, from the people they need to grow their businesses.

 Despite how important child care is to employees, though, employers in general have been

slow to step in and get involved with finding solutions. Some of Minnesota’s largest companies

do help with child care. Taylor Corporation, a major employer in south central Minnesota, has

been providing deeply subsidized child care as a benefit to its employees for forty years. The

center’s sta"  are Taylor Corporation employees. Harmony Enterprises in Harmony, MN, built its

own daycare center in 2016, as did Gardonville Telecom in Brandon, MN, in 2014.  Not every

business can a" ord to open its own center, especially smaller companies, but there are other

ways employers can contribute to creating a stable environment for child care providers:

“reserving” slots with a local provider, contributing funds or space or other resources to a

community project, or providing a child care allowance to employees.

7. Allow for creativity. In an e" ort to keep children safe and increase learning standards,

sometimes policy can become too rigid, as we saw in policy issues that were addressed in 2019.

In a situation where regular market forces don’t work, however, businesses need to be able to

think creatively to come up with ideas that solve problems. For example, child care in or

connected to schools and senior living facilities are serving infants to preschoolers by helping

reduce expensive overhead, allowing the provider to spend more on sta"  wages. In some

models where the school becomes the child care provider, the child care sta" ers are also

employees of the school district and are eligible for health benefits, a rare thing in child care,

while in other models, they are not employees but may still have access to benefits.

8. Allow for flexibility. The pod model is a new type of license for family child care providers that

allows multiple providers to operate in one building without operating as a center. Providers

run their programs separately, but they share the overhead costs that can make opening and

operating a center prohibitively expensive in rural areas. This model could be more attractive

to potential providers who don’t want to start a center but also don’t want to operate their

child care business in their homes. This kind of flexibility in policy makes innovation possible,

and that leads to solutions.

9. Allow for experimentat ion. One of the most exciting developments in child care is the partnership

that has developed between eight north central Minnesota counties and Sourcewell, a regional

service cooperative located in Staples. The idea came out of a routine meeting of county social

service directors discussing whether they could combine their resources in some way to provide

better county licensing services. Most of the five counties in Sourcewell’s region could devote only

part of a full- time position to county licensing, whose primary role is to help family child care

providers become licensed and to conduct inspections. They eventually approached Sourcewell to

see if their service cooperative could help somehow. Regional service cooperatives have been

offering bulk purchasing and technical support to school districts and counties throughout

Minnesota for decades. Working together with the Minnesota Department of Human Services, the

counties and Sourcewell eventually developed a formal partnership. Sourcewell provides licensing

services for these counties and offers an annual conference for family child care providers. The

partnership has expanded from the original five counties in Sourcewell’s region (Region 5) to

include three more counties located in Region 4. While the counties are still responsible for the

enforcement of any infractions, Sourcewell is able to provide the full attention county licensing

requires.

Is it  t ime?

Child care is no longer a luxury. It is an economic development tool and an indispensable part of our

economic infrastructure, especially in Greater Minnesota. We are at a point where with focus,

motivation and will, we could have real impact on our child care crisis.

 

[i] Grunewald, Rob, “How a COVID-19 10-person group limit a! ects Minnesota’s child care

providers,” Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, June 24, 2020.

Revised July 7, 2021. This report originally stated that group limits were required for child care

centers, which was incorrect. They were only strongly recommended.
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Child care in rural Minnesota after
2020

by Marnie Werner, VP Research

A unique opportunity?

For a printable version of this report, click  here (920 kB). To view the accompanying webinar, click

here. To download the slides from the webinar presentation, click here. (12 MB)

After a year of COVID, spiking unemployment, closed schools, and restricted businesses, rural

Minnesotans may be looking at a unique opportunity in economic development. Since the Great

Recession, rural employers have been dealing with an ever-growing job vacancy rate, which we

discussed in our recent report, “The pandemic paints a di! erent employment picture in Greater

Minnesota.” Now, at the beginning of 2021, we’ve been presented with a new and rare opportunity:

we also have a larger-than-usual pool of unemployed workers. We now have the chance to match

workers without job to jobs that need workers.

But a few things stand in the way of taking full advantage of this opportunity. The first issue we

addressed in last month’s report. Most of Minnesota’s unemployed workers’ skills don’t match up

with the skills rural employers currently need in health care services and our growing manufacturing

sector. Many of the needed skills require training, and therefore, we need to make sure our

retraining programs are ready for the challenge. Matching the right people with the right training

programs to get them into good jobs would be a boon to young families looking to move to a

community for the rural lifestyle.

 The other piece, though, is much tougher to fix, and that piece is child care. The one thing holding

rural Minnesota back from taking a serious leap forward economically is the lack of workers, and

there are three things getting in the way of fixing that: a lack of child care, a lack of a" ordable

housing, and a lack of transportation. The biggest of these is child care.

The trends

Last year finally brought into sharp focus just how important child care is to maintaining a

functioning economy. As we noted in our original report on child care, “A Quiet Crisis,” in nearly

80% of Minnesota families, all parents work, and child care issues are the primary cause of

absenteeism among American workers. Child care is indeed the infrastructure that keeps America

working, and COVID-19 and 2020 made this painfully clear.

Licensed child care comes in two forms: center-based child care (CCC) and family, or in-home, child

care (FCC). Because of economies of scale, family child care is far more prevalent in areas of sparse

population, while child care centers are much more common in urban and suburban areas. In

Minnesota, both types were growing fairly steadily until 2000. Around that time, something

happened. The number of licensed centers kept growing, albeit modestly, particularly in urban

areas, but the number of licensed family care providers started to plummet (Figure 1 & Table 1).
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Figure 1: Change in center child care and family child care providers and capacity statewide, year-

end 2000-2020.

 

Table 1: Between 2000 and 2020, center licenses and capacity grew statewide, while family child care

went steadily down.

 

In the Twin Cities, growth in center capacity between 2000 and 2019 was almost able to make up for

the loss in family-based child care. The metro area ended 2019 with a net of -1,462 spaces (FCC and

CCC capacity combined). 2020 set things back further with a net loss of an additional 1,200 spaces.

In Greater Minnesota, the net loss of child care capacity was much larger: more than 20,000 space

were lost, even though population in most Greater Minnesota counties grew during that time. 2020

was barely a blip in the downward trend in family child care capacity (Table 2).

 

Table 2: Net change in child care capacity, 2000-2020.

 

The loss in family child care is particularly troubling for rural areas. The sparse populations that

characterize rural places make it more di# cult to open child care centers, which usually require

more children to achieve the level of revenue needed to pay for the higher startup and ongoing

operating costs of a center. Family providers, who care for children in their homes, don’t require the

building or the sta"  that centers do and therefore can operate financially with fewer children. For

this reason, family child care has been the foundation of child care in rural Minnesota much more so

than centers. While centers have been growing, family child care capacity has been falling faster.

While center capacity increased as a share of overall capacity in Greater Minnesota, the number of

centers actually fell, from 692 in 2000 to 625 in 2012, back up to 674 in 2019, then back down to 654

at the end of 2020. What this trend overall implies is that on average each center is getting bigger,

but we are not necessarily getting more of them. Child care centers in the seven-county metro area

are getting bigger on average as well, but while their numbers also dropped for a while between

2000 and 2010, they started increasing again, peaking at 1,104 in 2019, only to drop back to 1,072 in

2020.

In Greater Minnesota, larger but fewer centers means that child care is concentrating in areas that

can support them, larger towns and cities with an ample pool of families. That doesn’t help families

that live outside those centers’ range. Adding capacity in Mankato doesn’t help a family fifty miles

away in rural Mountain Lake unless one of the parents works in or near Mankato. This is the reason

we hear so many firsthand experiences of parents driving their child 30 miles to a provider, then 20

miles back in to get to work.

 

Regional loss

In 2016, we presented a graphic showing the shortfall in child care capacity for each region of the

state. Figure 2 shows that graphic and an updated version. In four of the seven regions, the child

care shortage and the amount the region would need to grow its child care capacity stayed fairly

steady, not much better and not much worse. In three regions, however—Central, West Central and

Northwest, the shortfall truly intensified. Table 3 also illustrates the trend by region between 2000

and 2020. In the Twin Cities area, capacity grew, but so did the region’s population of under-6

children. In the West Central region, the estimated number of children needing child care also grew,

by more than 1,100, but child care capacity dropped by over 500 spaces.

 

 

Figure 2: Child care capacity, shortfall, and the amount needed to grow capacity to make up for that

shortfall, by Minnesota Initiative Foundation region, 2015 and 2020. Licensed child care capacity

versus the estimated number of children under 6 with both or all parents in the workforce.

 

 

Table 3: Net change in center and family child care capacity by region, 2000-2020.

 

What happened in 2020?

2020 was a particularly rough year for child care (see Table 4). As businesses and schools shut down,

everything suddenly moved to the home. Child care providers found themselves adapting quickly to

new rules that would allow them to stay open to care for the children of essential workers, even

while they faced a substantial loss in revenue.

 

Table 4: Net change in center and family licenses and capacity between year-end 2019 and year-end

2020.

 

Parents kept their children home from child care for a number of reasons: the parent(s) lost their

jobs and couldn’t a" ord child care anymore; they were working from home and decided to save on

child care costs by keeping the kids home, too; they feared they or their children would be infected;

or their child was sick or quarantined due to exposure to COVID and had to stay home. Often,

though, the reason their children stayed home was because their child care was no longer available.

And COVID added a new quirk to the problem. In normal times, a family that couldn’t access child

care would often call on friends or family for help. In the pandemic, though, families have become

reluctant to ask the grandparents for help because of a fear of infecting them, thus closing o"  that

avenue as well.

For child care centers, restrictions on the number of people per room—group limits—had the

potential for the largest impact (see Figure 4). Under normal circumstances, state child care quotas

limit the number of children per adult in a child care facility, with di" erent numbers for di" erent age

groups. For example, the quota for the preschool age group is ten children per adult. Therefore, a

typical classroom might have twenty preschoolers and two teachers, a lead teacher and an assistant

teacher.

Mandating a 10-persons-per-room limit would have wreaked havoc on centers’ revenue and sta# ng

and was therefore strongly recommended but not required by state health o# cials. Using the

preschool classroom example above, restricting the number of people in a room to ten would mean

the classroom could have only nine children and one teacher, the lead teacher. If the center had an

extra room, another lead teacher (not the assistant teacher) could take another nine children. But

that would still leave two children without a classroom and the assistant teacher without a role. If

the center didn’t have the extra room, the leftover children would be out of luck and have to stay

home.[i]

 

Figure 4: Group limits and their impact on centers.

 

For family providers, group limits weren’t as much of an issue since they generally care for fewer

than ten children at any one time. They faced other issues, however: children kept home were a big

issue, but school closures also created di# culties. Providers were asked to look after school-age

children who would normally be in school, and providers often felt obligated to help them with their

online classes. School-age children also brought with them higher expenses in food and other

supplies needed for this di" erent age group.

Anticipating the impact on child care revenue, the state issued emergency child care grants in three

rounds to center and family providers using federal CARES Act funds. The Minnesota Initiative

Foundations also created a fund and awarded grants. These grants didn’t save every provider, but

they seem to have limited the damage in Minnesota considerably compared to other states.

 

Moving on from 2020: Quick fixes for 2021 to keep child care
intact

The tribulations of 2020 aren’t over for child care providers. As more people are vaccinated and

once unemployment benefits end, there will be a rush of people wanting to get back to work and

back to workplaces, but the child care shortage will still be with us. We may also have to deal with

intermittent waves of COVID infections as new variants roll through, requiring some restrictions

again, albeit on a smaller scale.

And Greater Minnesota still sits with thousands of open jobs and shrinking child care capacity.

Around the state, thousands of workers will be looking for new and maybe even better jobs than

they had before, hopefully in Greater Minnesota. Will the child care providers who closed in 2020

reopen? What will incentivize new providers to step up?

Greater Minnesota will need a robust workforce development system to match people with jobs and

a robust child care network to make it possible for workers and their families to take the jobs of

their choice and live in the community of their choice without the stress of wondering what they will

do for child care. So what do we do next?

First, we make sure our current child care system stays intact. 

The emergency child care grants awarded by the state and the Initiative Foundations during 2020

have been a lifeline for providers, said Lynn Haglin, vice president and KIDS PLUS director at the

Northland Foundation in Duluth, one of the six Minnesota Initiative Foundations. With very little

margin for error, both family and center-based providers needed the monthly infusion of cash to be

able to keep the doors open to care for the children of essential workers. Until group limits are lifted

and providers can operate at normal enrollments again, continuing these grants will be crucial.

Currently the state is counting on another round of COVID emergency money from the federal

government to provide dollars for future emergency grants after the current round of grants run

out.

If those federal funds don’t materialize, a priority will be to find funds to keep as many providers as

possible in business. The private sector can help. While many businesses around the state are

struggling to stay afloat, others are doing well. One suggestion would be for them to form a special

child care philanthropy fund, perhaps working with the Initiative Foundations or other community

foundations around the state to help disburse grants to child care providers.

Also, once restrictions are lifted and unemployment benefits end, there will be a need to match

workers with jobs. As our workforce report pointed out, many of those workers may want to explore

the vacant jobs waiting for them in Greater Minnesota. Those workers, however, probably don’t

have the skills needed for those jobs. The state already has a robust system of workforce

development and training programs around the state that will play a big role in making these

matches work. However, workers with families may need help paying for child care while they

participate in retraining and other education programs.

 Programs like the Minnesota Family Investment Program provide subsidies to very low-income

families to pay for child care while the parent is retraining. However, the scope of the MFIP subsidy

and that of the other CCAP programs may need to be expanded to avoid income cli! s. If a family’s

income excludes them from using MFIP or the Basic Sliding Fee child care program but they still

can’t a" ord child care or can’t find it, it could be a major deterrent for them.

Usually, a family is tapered o"  child care subsidies as their income increases, until at some point

they are earning enough to not qualify for subsidies at all. However, their income may still not be

high enough to a" ord child care in their area. At that point, they are out of luck and so are the

businesses that may have hired these workers. Here is another opportunity for not just the state,

but local businesses and even communities to sponsor potential workers by supporting their

retraining and the move to their new community by helping them find and pay for child care.

 

Beyond 2020: How do we fix child care for the long term?

As we get through 2021 and 2022 and things get back to normal, what then? Is “normal” where child

care is concerned where we want to be?

Here again we have another opportunity staring us in the face: the opportunity to fix child care

altogether. That may sound outrageous—after all, the solution to our child care crisis has eluded not

just policy makers in Minnesota but all over the United States. But historically, times of great

upheaval can turn out to be times of great opportunity for those who are prepared and looking out

for it.

After the pandemic, we’ll be focusing on fixing our economy, and child care will have to be a part of

that. But it can’t be an afterthought. Bringing it back to 2019 levels of providers is still far below 2000

levels and below what would be deemed inadequate. To fix child care and not just continue to patch

it, we may need something akin to a Marshall Plan, which will require concentrated focus, a lot of

money, and a great deal of will and commitment to get it done.

Right now, we have some breathing space before people need to find jobs and get back to work.

Now is a good time to work on the beginnings of a permanent solution instead of once again

reaching for the band-aids. Here are some places we recommend starting.

1. Decide what child care is. Is it a business? Is it a school? Can it be both? Can it be one or the

other? Is child care a highly regulated private business or an underfunded public school? One

or the other—or variations in between—might work better for some communities than others,

but whatever it is, we need to decide, even if that’s deciding to let communities decide.

Providers live with a great deal of ambiguity that adds stress to an already stressful job.

2. Continue to monitor child care policy for usefulness and unintended side e! ects. Our

survey of providers taken in 2018 recorded numerous examples of regulations that, though

they were well intended, ended up adding levels of hassle to already-stressed providers. In

2019, the Minnesota Legislature passed policy that addressed many of the hassle factors. From

making it legal for providers to allow their kids to reuse their own reusable water bottles and

sippy cups to determining that a family child care provider’s own children who live in the same

home with her don’t need to have background checks except under very specific

circumstances, the responsiveness of the Legislature is to be commended. The changes went a

long way in addressing many policies that may have seemed inconsequential to someone not

in child care but were adding to both center and family providers’ stress. Once the Legislature

can move on to non-emergency policies, we recommend regularly monitoring existing policy

and screening proposed policy from the perspective of the provider, the child and their family,

all while maintaining safety. Click here for a more extensive summary of policy changes

made in 2019 and 2020.

3. Remember family providers. Family providers are the backbone of child care in Greater

Minnesota, and yet we have half the number today that we had in 2000, leaving most rural

regions child care deserts, even though Greater Minnesota’s population has increased. Until it

becomes more a" ordable and feasible to start centers in areas of sparse population, family

providers will continue to be needed. Another creation of the 2019 legislative session was the

Family Child Care Task Force, a legislative task force made up of child care experts, state

o# cials, child care providers and parents. Their task was to discuss the many identified

problems contributing to the decrease in family child care numbers and to figure out some

solutions. Despite being interrupted by COVID, the FCCTF met on a regular basis and just

recently turned in their final report—on time.

4. Don’t  allow reimbursement rates to stagnate again. The “reimbursement rate” refers to

Child Care Assistance Program subsidies that help low-income families pay for child care.

Instead of going directly to the family, this subsidy is paid directly to the provider on behalf of

the family. It is an important source of revenue, especially in child care deserts, where families

tend to be lower income. Since 2003, providers who depend on child care reimbursement rates

have had a rocky path. That year, rates were frozen through 2005 while the O# ce of the

Legislative Auditor investigated suspect practices by state agencies in disbursing CCAP

payments. Rates were unfrozen in 2005 and raised slightly in 2006, but then they were reduced

by 2.5% in 2011. In 2014, rates were raised back to their 2006 level with a slight increase for

some counties. Finally, in 2020, reimbursement rates were given a substantial boost. But rates

stayed essentially the same or decreased for providers for 14 years between 2006 and 2020.

The legislation also allocated funds for fiscal years 2021, 2022 and 2023.

5. Child care desert premium. Right now, it’s di# cult to determine the impact the new higher

reimbursement rates might be having since the pandemic has been keeping revenue artificially

low for many providers. Once things return to normal, though, the new higher rates may still

not be enough for providers in child care deserts to survive. To help with the dysfunctional

markets that create child care deserts in rural communities and urban neighborhoods, we

propose exploring the idea of adding a child care desert premium or di" erential to the current

reimbursement rate, similar to and on top of the premium a provider receives for Parent

Aware Star ratings. It would be an additional boost for providers in those areas where child

care facilities have particular di# culty developing naturally, and it would not only help existing

providers stay in business, it could incentivize new providers to enter the business.

6. Involve all stakeholders in community discussions, especially private-sector businesses.

Child care shortages will often need to be solved at the community level, with all stakeholders

coming together to discuss the issue and look for solutions. Rarely has one sector been able to

solve the problem itself.  Employers especially need to be involved. Employers have high stakes

in the child care infrastructure. The number of stories are rising of employers who have finally

found someone to fill an important, long-vacant position at their company only to have the

family leave because they couldn’t find child care locally. Child care, along with housing and

transportation, are the three biggest barriers to finding workers right now, says Vicki

Leaderbrand of the Rural Minnesota Concentrated Employment Program in Detroit Lakes.

RMCEP provides services to help match employers with potential employees through

retraining, career counseling and other programs. Without child care, workers are cut o"  from

what could be a new career. It also cuts o"  Greater Minnesota employers, from manufacturers

to colleges to clinics and hospitals, from the people they need to grow their businesses.

 Despite how important child care is to employees, though, employers in general have been

slow to step in and get involved with finding solutions. Some of Minnesota’s largest companies

do help with child care. Taylor Corporation, a major employer in south central Minnesota, has

been providing deeply subsidized child care as a benefit to its employees for forty years. The

center’s sta"  are Taylor Corporation employees. Harmony Enterprises in Harmony, MN, built its

own daycare center in 2016, as did Gardonville Telecom in Brandon, MN, in 2014.  Not every

business can a" ord to open its own center, especially smaller companies, but there are other

ways employers can contribute to creating a stable environment for child care providers:

“reserving” slots with a local provider, contributing funds or space or other resources to a

community project, or providing a child care allowance to employees.

7. Allow for creativity. In an e" ort to keep children safe and increase learning standards,

sometimes policy can become too rigid, as we saw in policy issues that were addressed in 2019.

In a situation where regular market forces don’t work, however, businesses need to be able to

think creatively to come up with ideas that solve problems. For example, child care in or

connected to schools and senior living facilities are serving infants to preschoolers by helping

reduce expensive overhead, allowing the provider to spend more on sta"  wages. In some

models where the school becomes the child care provider, the child care sta" ers are also

employees of the school district and are eligible for health benefits, a rare thing in child care,

while in other models, they are not employees but may still have access to benefits.

8. Allow for flexibility. The pod model is a new type of license for family child care providers that

allows multiple providers to operate in one building without operating as a center. Providers

run their programs separately, but they share the overhead costs that can make opening and

operating a center prohibitively expensive in rural areas. This model could be more attractive

to potential providers who don’t want to start a center but also don’t want to operate their

child care business in their homes. This kind of flexibility in policy makes innovation possible,

and that leads to solutions.

9. Allow for experimentat ion. One of the most exciting developments in child care is the partnership

that has developed between eight north central Minnesota counties and Sourcewell, a regional

service cooperative located in Staples. The idea came out of a routine meeting of county social

service directors discussing whether they could combine their resources in some way to provide

better county licensing services. Most of the five counties in Sourcewell’s region could devote only

part of a full- time position to county licensing, whose primary role is to help family child care

providers become licensed and to conduct inspections. They eventually approached Sourcewell to

see if their service cooperative could help somehow. Regional service cooperatives have been

offering bulk purchasing and technical support to school districts and counties throughout

Minnesota for decades. Working together with the Minnesota Department of Human Services, the

counties and Sourcewell eventually developed a formal partnership. Sourcewell provides licensing

services for these counties and offers an annual conference for family child care providers. The

partnership has expanded from the original five counties in Sourcewell’s region (Region 5) to

include three more counties located in Region 4. While the counties are still responsible for the

enforcement of any infractions, Sourcewell is able to provide the full attention county licensing

requires.

Is it  t ime?

Child care is no longer a luxury. It is an economic development tool and an indispensable part of our

economic infrastructure, especially in Greater Minnesota. We are at a point where with focus,

motivation and will, we could have real impact on our child care crisis.

 

[i] Grunewald, Rob, “How a COVID-19 10-person group limit a! ects Minnesota’s child care

providers,” Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, June 24, 2020.

Revised July 7, 2021. This report originally stated that group limits were required for child care

centers, which was incorrect. They were only strongly recommended.
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district worked with existing providers from the start, getting their input.

“We don’t want to be in competition with providers,” Carrier said. “We need them. We want them to

thrive in our communities, but there are just not enough providers right now to meet the need.”

Benson (Discovery Kids); Montevideo (Thunder Hawk Care); and Bu" alo Lake-Hector-Stewart

(Lit t le Stangs Learning Center). These school districts o" er care for children six weeks through

sixth grade. Ortonville was in the planning stages as of last fall.

 

Educat ing the public about child care

For family providers, there can be a general feeling of being taken for granted, that they are seen as

“only babysitters” or “less than” and are not taken seriously as professionals or important

caretakers. Being left out of the legislature’s “hero pay” package on a technicality this summer did

not help.

“It’s not just a revenue issue,” says Clare Sanford, Government Relations chair for the Minnesota

Child Care Association, a member organization representing child care centers around the state.

“Obviously, that’s a big piece, but also, it’s a respect issue. … The whole reason we have the private

child care industry in our country is because the government was not investing in [children age 0-5]. 

The private sector stepped in to fill that need.”

Public educat ion e" ort in Redwood County: In 2018 Redwood County’s Economic Development

Authority developed a series of outreach strategies to increase awareness about the importance of

child care to not only families and employers but the community at large through public meetings,

newspaper articles, radio interviews, regional panels, talks presented by Child Care Aware, and a

child care provider appreciation event. For providers, the EDA partnered with First Children’s

Finance to create a technical assistance cohort for existing providers to provide them tools to

structure their daycare as a business. Discussion focused in particular on what it means to be a

provider.

As a result of these e" orts, the county gained twelve new providers.  “It was the first time in years

we had a net positive,” said Briana Mumme from the Redwood County EDA. “There was a lot of

momentum around the development of a center, knowing it would increase the number of slots.

However, funding simply was the barrier… .  A center model on paper wouldn’t pencil out. We know

this is a barrier and continues to be of great concern.”

During the pandemic, the Kandiyohi County Economic Development Commission  sent thank-you

notes to the county’s child care providers, recognizing them as businesses and thanking them for

their work. They also awarded relief grants to help cover the cost of cleaning supplies.

 

Spanish language training & mult i-cultural sett ings

Rice County & Steele County. According to RaeJean Hanson at the Southern Minnesota Initiative

Foundation, SMIF has been assisting the Healthy Communities Initiative in an ongoing project to

attract more Spanish speakers into child care. 

All the participants completed SMIF-funded trainings and technical assistance. “None of the

providers have o# cially started,” says Hanson, “but three are making ongoing e" orts (the last we’ve

heard, so that may have changed). They all universally are challenged by lack of access to capital and

unease with licensing requirements.”

Immigrants’ access to child care is an important topic in many cities in Greater Minnesota, where

large local employers have attracted many foreign-born workers and their families, and it therefore

requires a special mention. A recent CRPD report done in partnership with the University of

Minnesota’s Humphrey School of Public A! airs highlights the many barriers not just keeping

immigrants, specifically Latino immigrants, from accessing child care but also keeping local o# cials

and providers from helping them.[15]

The researchers focused on Worthington in Nobles County, a city where 32% of the population is

foreign-born, 40% are Latino, and 48% speak a language other than English at home. They

interviewed three groups for the study: Spanish-speaking families; local o# cials; and child care

providers. The three groups all identified five general barriers to access: capacity, or lack of it;

transportation issues; language barriers; work schedules; and the potential for immigration

consequences. The families, however, also identified three more barriers: a" ordability; lack of

information on child care and assistance programs; and concerns about safety for their children.

One barrier they did not identify that local o# cials and providers did: cultural preferences. Families

expressed concern about the balancing act they understood they had to make between a" ordability

and quality, the socialization and education they wanted for their children, safety, and the significant

angst caused by the language barrier and immigration status, but none mentioned preferences

based on culture that could not be met by local providers.

One additional barrier for families was the concern over filling out o# cial forms and being “in the

system.” This is a problem that may be unique to people from Central and South America due to the

ongoing contentiousness of immigration policy in the U.S.

 

Employers as providers

Respondents to CRPD’s survey indicated that local employers are aware of the lack of child care and

consider it a barrier to attracting and retaining workers. Central Minnesota reported the most

serious problem, where 58% of respondents said they heard from employers at least once a week

about the issue (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Respondents in all regions of Minnesota reported in our 2021 survey that they were

hearing about child care as a barrier to worker recruitment at least once a week.

 

Two employers were mentioned in the survey as working on projects where the company would be

providing child care directly: Hormel in Austin and CCM Health’s hospital campus in Montevideo.

There has been a growing call for employers to start their own centers, but rural communities

shouldn’t count on one or two local employers to solve the child care problem themselves. There

are dangers in tying child care too directly to employers, says Sanford.

Expecting employers to start a center or o" er more child care benefits sounds great on the surface,

Sanford says, “but we get into the same situation that we’re in with health insurance being tied to

employers.” Employees feel like they can’t leave because they’ll risk losing their child care benefits. A

better situation, Sanford says, is to have private employers at the table with other entities—with

local governments and other organizations—where they can have input and contribute funding or

other resources. “That is very di" erent,” Sanford says.

One example of this is the Leo Augusta Academy, an early childhood education center in Blooming

Prairie. As area employers looked for more workers for their growing companies, they started to

realize that among the three factors needed to attract and keep workers—child care, housing, and

schools—there was a significant need for child care, says Doug Anderson, Academy director. Local

providers were full with waiting lists. The employers began discussing possible solutions with local

government and chambers, and eventually one businessman donated land and buildings. The

school opened in June; the academy is paying market-rate pay to sta"  and charging market-rate

tuition to parents, but they also o" er scholarships and help families find any assistance they qualify

for, Anderson says.

“Part of the reason we love having employers in the room,” the Initiative Foundation’s Hickman

says, “is that many are waking up to the fact of how critical [child care] is for employee attraction

and retention. Even in small towns with large employee bodies, like a hospital or a meat processing

plant or manufacturing, we’re seeing employers step up and say, ‘I could donate the space, or I

could commit to guaranteeing fifty spots [at a local center],’ and so the provider all of a sudden has

a much more solid economic base.”

 

When things don’t  work out

Things don’t always work out despite the best of intentions.

In Moorhead, according to one CRPD survey respondent, employers were invited to discuss the

child care issue, but no one accepted the invitation.

In the city of Clarkfield in Yellow Medicine County, the community came together to build a child

care center, with the city and county each putting in $50,000, but by November 2019 the center had

closed.

In Clarkfield City Administrator Chris Webb’s estimation, there were two major issues: financing and

sta# ng. The first idea for a center in Clarkfield was to house it at the local charter school, but the

charter school’s authorizer said no, despite support from the school.  The plan then became to

build the center through grants and donations, but while the center’s nonprofit board was working

on a large grant with a foundation, work began on the building before the funds were in hand. The

grant ultimately didn’t go through, and despite another search for replacement funding, it became

necessary to take out a loan to cover construction costs. The loan payment ultimately made it

impossible for the center to cash flow, says Webb, who was not city administrator at the time. 

The center also struggled with retaining sta" . The problem, as for many centers, was pay—two of

the three teachers left for jobs o" ering higher pay. As one survey respondent commented, “The pay

was not enough to keep sta" ; and no benefits were provided. The need was there; families wanted

the child care, but with the limited number of sta"  we could not stay open.” The loan payment, of

course, contributed to the problem.

 

Recommendations

Looking through the community initiatives collected in our survey, it became apparent fairly quickly

that two things were happening: communities have started seeing child care as an investment in

economic development; and they believe their most e" ective action for building capacity is to help

providers make their businesses financially stable. Here are some points to consider when thinking

about the childcare shortage at the local level.

Providers are business owners. The initiatives going on around the state show that at the

local level, people working on solutions understand that child care may be a calling, but

providers still need to cover their expenses.

There is no one, quick, push-button fix. The mix of problems that have created the child care

shortage are many and complex, especially for family providers, who are key to adding capacity

in rural communities. Therefore, every community will need to find its own unique set of

solutions based on its unique characteristics. Finding those solutions will take time and work.

Measure and understand the unique characterist ics and childcare needs in your

community. Distance, demographics, local economics, and local culture a" ect each

community di" erently, meaning that the solution that worked for one town will not necessarily

work for the town twenty miles down the road. However—

Look at  what other communit ies are doing, and share what you are doing. You may not

want or be able to do exactly the same thing, but you can collect ideas that can then be

adapted to your community’s unique needs.

Bring together stakeholders as early as possible. Partnerships are necessary. Fixing this

issue will require more resources than any one entity—the county, a local employer, a local

nonprofit, etc.—has, but building them takes time. Get people talking now, not when you “feel

ready.” The longer you wait, the more critical the issue becomes.

Think about childcare in both the short term and the long term. Short-term solutions

might be necessary for now, but if they’re not stable and sustainable over the long term, they

are not healthy for children, who need routine and stability. They’re not good for providers

either, who must commit a good deal of time, energy, and money in getting started. Don’t get

paralyzed by pursuing perfection, but keep in mind the importance of sustainability for the

long haul.

For FCC providers, there are other pain points besides money. Family child care providers

are vital to Greater Minnesota, but the issues that push them to close are harder to define

compared to centers (which is often lack of workers). Therefore, besides more money, consider

what else would help FCC providers. For example, can you organize a pool of substitutes? Is

there a way to assist with administrative tasks? Can we create social opportunities to help with

isolation? Would getting the business out of their house and away from family help?

Support DHS in its e" orts to modernize. The MN Department of Human Services is

responding to requests from providers by examining and addressing the major pain points that

push providers to quitting, such as paperwork and lack of technical support. The department

needs to be allowed to continue that work.

Rural is di" erent. Supply and demand don’t work the same way in rural areas and sometimes

don’t work at all. Policy needs to recognize this and adjust accordingly. Distance, incomes, types

of employers all a" ect childcare needs in a community and a provider’s financial stability.
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district worked with existing providers from the start, getting their input.

“We don’t want to be in competition with providers,” Carrier said. “We need them. We want them to

thrive in our communities, but there are just not enough providers right now to meet the need.”

Benson (Discovery Kids); Montevideo (Thunder Hawk Care); and Bu" alo Lake-Hector-Stewart

(Litt le Stangs Learning Center). These school districts o" er care for children six weeks through

sixth grade. Ortonville was in the planning stages as of last fall.

 

Educating the public about child care

For family providers, there can be a general feeling of being taken for granted, that they are seen as

“only babysitters” or “less than” and are not taken seriously as professionals or important

caretakers. Being left out of the legislature’s “hero pay” package on a technicality this summer did

not help.

“It’s not just a revenue issue,” says Clare Sanford, Government Relations chair for the Minnesota

Child Care Association, a member organization representing child care centers around the state.

“Obviously, that’s a big piece, but also, it’s a respect issue. … The whole reason we have the private

child care industry in our country is because the government was not investing in [children age 0-5]. 

The private sector stepped in to fill that need.”

Public education e" ort  in Redwood County: In 2018 Redwood County’s Economic Development

Authority developed a series of outreach strategies to increase awareness about the importance of

child care to not only families and employers but the community at large through public meetings,

newspaper articles, radio interviews, regional panels, talks presented by Child Care Aware, and a

child care provider appreciation event. For providers, the EDA partnered with First Children’s

Finance to create a technical assistance cohort for existing providers to provide them tools to

structure their daycare as a business. Discussion focused in particular on what it means to be a

provider.

As a result of these e" orts, the county gained twelve new providers.  “It was the first time in years

we had a net positive,” said Briana Mumme from the Redwood County EDA. “There was a lot of

momentum around the development of a center, knowing it would increase the number of slots.

However, funding simply was the barrier… .  A center model on paper wouldn’t pencil out. We know

this is a barrier and continues to be of great concern.”

During the pandemic, the Kandiyohi County Economic Development Commission  sent thank-you

notes to the county’s child care providers, recognizing them as businesses and thanking them for

their work. They also awarded relief grants to help cover the cost of cleaning supplies.

 

Spanish language training & multi-cultural settings

Rice County & Steele County. According to RaeJean Hanson at the Southern Minnesota Initiative

Foundation, SMIF has been assisting the Healthy Communities Initiative in an ongoing project to

attract more Spanish speakers into child care. 

All the participants completed SMIF-funded trainings and technical assistance. “None of the

providers have o# cially started,” says Hanson, “but three are making ongoing e" orts (the last we’ve

heard, so that may have changed). They all universally are challenged by lack of access to capital and

unease with licensing requirements.”

Immigrants’ access to child care is an important topic in many cities in Greater Minnesota, where

large local employers have attracted many foreign-born workers and their families, and it therefore

requires a special mention. A recent CRPD report done in partnership with the University of

Minnesota’s Humphrey School of Public A! airs highlights the many barriers not just keeping

immigrants, specifically Latino immigrants, from accessing child care but also keeping local o# cials

and providers from helping them.[15]

The researchers focused on Worthington in Nobles County, a city where 32% of the population is

foreign-born, 40% are Latino, and 48% speak a language other than English at home. They

interviewed three groups for the study: Spanish-speaking families; local o# cials; and child care

providers. The three groups all identified five general barriers to access: capacity, or lack of it;

transportation issues; language barriers; work schedules; and the potential for immigration

consequences. The families, however, also identified three more barriers: a" ordability; lack of

information on child care and assistance programs; and concerns about safety for their children.

One barrier they did not identify that local o# cials and providers did: cultural preferences. Families

expressed concern about the balancing act they understood they had to make between a" ordability

and quality, the socialization and education they wanted for their children, safety, and the significant

angst caused by the language barrier and immigration status, but none mentioned preferences

based on culture that could not be met by local providers.

One additional barrier for families was the concern over filling out o# cial forms and being “in the

system.” This is a problem that may be unique to people from Central and South America due to the

ongoing contentiousness of immigration policy in the U.S.

 

Employers as providers

Respondents to CRPD’s survey indicated that local employers are aware of the lack of child care and

consider it a barrier to attracting and retaining workers. Central Minnesota reported the most

serious problem, where 58% of respondents said they heard from employers at least once a week

about the issue (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Respondents in all regions of Minnesota reported in our 2021 survey that they were

hearing about child care as a barrier to worker recruitment at least once a week.

 

Two employers were mentioned in the survey as working on projects where the company would be

providing child care directly: Hormel in Austin and CCM Health’s hospital campus in Montevideo.

There has been a growing call for employers to start their own centers, but rural communities

shouldn’t count on one or two local employers to solve the child care problem themselves. There

are dangers in tying child care too directly to employers, says Sanford.

Expecting employers to start a center or o" er more child care benefits sounds great on the surface,

Sanford says, “but we get into the same situation that we’re in with health insurance being tied to

employers.” Employees feel like they can’t leave because they’ll risk losing their child care benefits. A

better situation, Sanford says, is to have private employers at the table with other entities—with

local governments and other organizations—where they can have input and contribute funding or

other resources. “That is very di" erent,” Sanford says.

One example of this is the Leo Augusta Academy, an early childhood education center in Blooming

Prairie. As area employers looked for more workers for their growing companies, they started to

realize that among the three factors needed to attract and keep workers—child care, housing, and

schools—there was a significant need for child care, says Doug Anderson, Academy director. Local

providers were full with waiting lists. The employers began discussing possible solutions with local

government and chambers, and eventually one businessman donated land and buildings. The

school opened in June; the academy is paying market-rate pay to sta"  and charging market-rate

tuition to parents, but they also o" er scholarships and help families find any assistance they qualify

for, Anderson says.

“Part of the reason we love having employers in the room,” the Initiative Foundation’s Hickman

says, “is that many are waking up to the fact of how critical [child care] is for employee attraction

and retention. Even in small towns with large employee bodies, like a hospital or a meat processing

plant or manufacturing, we’re seeing employers step up and say, ‘I could donate the space, or I

could commit to guaranteeing fifty spots [at a local center],’ and so the provider all of a sudden has

a much more solid economic base.”

 

When things don’t  work out

Things don’t always work out despite the best of intentions.

In Moorhead, according to one CRPD survey respondent, employers were invited to discuss the

child care issue, but no one accepted the invitation.

In the city of Clarkfield in Yellow Medicine County, the community came together to build a child

care center, with the city and county each putting in $50,000, but by November 2019 the center had

closed.

In Clarkfield City Administrator Chris Webb’s estimation, there were two major issues: financing and

sta# ng. The first idea for a center in Clarkfield was to house it at the local charter school, but the

charter school’s authorizer said no, despite support from the school.  The plan then became to

build the center through grants and donations, but while the center’s nonprofit board was working

on a large grant with a foundation, work began on the building before the funds were in hand. The

grant ultimately didn’t go through, and despite another search for replacement funding, it became

necessary to take out a loan to cover construction costs. The loan payment ultimately made it

impossible for the center to cash flow, says Webb, who was not city administrator at the time. 

The center also struggled with retaining sta" . The problem, as for many centers, was pay—two of

the three teachers left for jobs o" ering higher pay. As one survey respondent commented, “The pay

was not enough to keep sta" ; and no benefits were provided. The need was there; families wanted

the child care, but with the limited number of sta"  we could not stay open.” The loan payment, of

course, contributed to the problem.

 

Recommendations

Looking through the community initiatives collected in our survey, it became apparent fairly quickly

that two things were happening: communities have started seeing child care as an investment in

economic development; and they believe their most e" ective action for building capacity is to help

providers make their businesses financially stable. Here are some points to consider when thinking

about the childcare shortage at the local level.

Providers are business owners. The initiatives going on around the state show that at the

local level, people working on solutions understand that child care may be a calling, but

providers still need to cover their expenses.

There is no one, quick, push-button fix. The mix of problems that have created the child care

shortage are many and complex, especially for family providers, who are key to adding capacity

in rural communities. Therefore, every community will need to find its own unique set of

solutions based on its unique characteristics. Finding those solutions will take time and work.

Measure and understand the unique characteristics and childcare needs in your

community. Distance, demographics, local economics, and local culture a" ect each

community di" erently, meaning that the solution that worked for one town will not necessarily

work for the town twenty miles down the road. However—

Look at what other communities are doing, and share what you are doing. You may not

want or be able to do exactly the same thing, but you can collect ideas that can then be

adapted to your community’s unique needs.

Bring together stakeholders as early as possible. Partnerships are necessary. Fixing this

issue will require more resources than any one entity—the county, a local employer, a local

nonprofit, etc.—has, but building them takes time. Get people talking now, not when you “feel

ready.” The longer you wait, the more critical the issue becomes.

Think about childcare in both the short term and the long term. Short-term solutions

might be necessary for now, but if they’re not stable and sustainable over the long term, they

are not healthy for children, who need routine and stability. They’re not good for providers

either, who must commit a good deal of time, energy, and money in getting started. Don’t get

paralyzed by pursuing perfection, but keep in mind the importance of sustainability for the

long haul.

For FCC providers, there are other pain points besides money. Family child care providers

are vital to Greater Minnesota, but the issues that push them to close are harder to define

compared to centers (which is often lack of workers). Therefore, besides more money, consider

what else would help FCC providers. For example, can you organize a pool of substitutes? Is

there a way to assist with administrative tasks? Can we create social opportunities to help with

isolation? Would getting the business out of their house and away from family help?

Support DHS in its e" orts to modernize. The MN Department of Human Services is

responding to requests from providers by examining and addressing the major pain points that

push providers to quitting, such as paperwork and lack of technical support. The department

needs to be allowed to continue that work.

Rural is di" erent. Supply and demand don’t work the same way in rural areas and sometimes

don’t work at all. Policy needs to recognize this and adjust accordingly. Distance, incomes, types

of employers all a" ect childcare needs in a community and a provider’s financial stability.
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district worked with existing providers from the start, getting their input.

“We don’t want to be in competition with providers,” Carrier said. “We need them. We want them to

thrive in our communities, but there are just not enough providers right now to meet the need.”

Benson (Discovery Kids); Montevideo (Thunder Hawk Care); and Bu" alo Lake-Hector-Stewart

(Litt le Stangs Learning Center). These school districts o" er care for children six weeks through

sixth grade. Ortonville was in the planning stages as of last fall.

 

Educating the public about child care

For family providers, there can be a general feeling of being taken for granted, that they are seen as

“only babysitters” or “less than” and are not taken seriously as professionals or important

caretakers. Being left out of the legislature’s “hero pay” package on a technicality this summer did

not help.

“It’s not just a revenue issue,” says Clare Sanford, Government Relations chair for the Minnesota

Child Care Association, a member organization representing child care centers around the state.

“Obviously, that’s a big piece, but also, it’s a respect issue. … The whole reason we have the private

child care industry in our country is because the government was not investing in [children age 0-5]. 

The private sector stepped in to fill that need.”

Public education e" ort in Redwood County: In 2018 Redwood County’s Economic Development

Authority developed a series of outreach strategies to increase awareness about the importance of

child care to not only families and employers but the community at large through public meetings,

newspaper articles, radio interviews, regional panels, talks presented by Child Care Aware, and a

child care provider appreciation event. For providers, the EDA partnered with First Children’s

Finance to create a technical assistance cohort for existing providers to provide them tools to

structure their daycare as a business. Discussion focused in particular on what it means to be a

provider.

As a result of these e" orts, the county gained twelve new providers.  “It was the first time in years

we had a net positive,” said Briana Mumme from the Redwood County EDA. “There was a lot of

momentum around the development of a center, knowing it would increase the number of slots.

However, funding simply was the barrier… .  A center model on paper wouldn’t pencil out. We know

this is a barrier and continues to be of great concern.”

During the pandemic, the Kandiyohi County Economic Development Commission  sent thank-you

notes to the county’s child care providers, recognizing them as businesses and thanking them for

their work. They also awarded relief grants to help cover the cost of cleaning supplies.

 

Spanish language training & multi-cultural settings

Rice County & Steele County. According to RaeJean Hanson at the Southern Minnesota Initiative

Foundation, SMIF has been assisting the Healthy Communities Initiative in an ongoing project to

attract more Spanish speakers into child care. 

All the participants completed SMIF-funded trainings and technical assistance. “None of the

providers have o# cially started,” says Hanson, “but three are making ongoing e" orts (the last we’ve

heard, so that may have changed). They all universally are challenged by lack of access to capital and

unease with licensing requirements.”

Immigrants’ access to child care is an important topic in many cities in Greater Minnesota, where

large local employers have attracted many foreign-born workers and their families, and it therefore

requires a special mention. A recent CRPD report done in partnership with the University of

Minnesota’s Humphrey School of Public A! airs highlights the many barriers not just keeping

immigrants, specifically Latino immigrants, from accessing child care but also keeping local o# cials

and providers from helping them.[15]

The researchers focused on Worthington in Nobles County, a city where 32% of the population is

foreign-born, 40% are Latino, and 48% speak a language other than English at home. They

interviewed three groups for the study: Spanish-speaking families; local o# cials; and child care

providers. The three groups all identified five general barriers to access: capacity, or lack of it;

transportation issues; language barriers; work schedules; and the potential for immigration

consequences. The families, however, also identified three more barriers: a" ordability; lack of

information on child care and assistance programs; and concerns about safety for their children.

One barrier they did not identify that local o# cials and providers did: cultural preferences. Families

expressed concern about the balancing act they understood they had to make between a" ordability

and quality, the socialization and education they wanted for their children, safety, and the significant

angst caused by the language barrier and immigration status, but none mentioned preferences

based on culture that could not be met by local providers.

One additional barrier for families was the concern over filling out o# cial forms and being “in the

system.” This is a problem that may be unique to people from Central and South America due to the

ongoing contentiousness of immigration policy in the U.S.

 

Employers as providers

Respondents to CRPD’s survey indicated that local employers are aware of the lack of child care and

consider it a barrier to attracting and retaining workers. Central Minnesota reported the most

serious problem, where 58% of respondents said they heard from employers at least once a week

about the issue (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Respondents in all regions of Minnesota reported in our 2021 survey that they were

hearing about child care as a barrier to worker recruitment at least once a week.

 

Two employers were mentioned in the survey as working on projects where the company would be

providing child care directly: Hormel in Austin and CCM Health’s hospital campus in Montevideo.

There has been a growing call for employers to start their own centers, but rural communities

shouldn’t count on one or two local employers to solve the child care problem themselves. There

are dangers in tying child care too directly to employers, says Sanford.

Expecting employers to start a center or o" er more child care benefits sounds great on the surface,

Sanford says, “but we get into the same situation that we’re in with health insurance being tied to

employers.” Employees feel like they can’t leave because they’ll risk losing their child care benefits. A

better situation, Sanford says, is to have private employers at the table with other entities—with

local governments and other organizations—where they can have input and contribute funding or

other resources. “That is very di" erent,” Sanford says.

One example of this is the Leo Augusta Academy, an early childhood education center in Blooming

Prairie. As area employers looked for more workers for their growing companies, they started to

realize that among the three factors needed to attract and keep workers—child care, housing, and

schools—there was a significant need for child care, says Doug Anderson, Academy director. Local

providers were full with waiting lists. The employers began discussing possible solutions with local

government and chambers, and eventually one businessman donated land and buildings. The

school opened in June; the academy is paying market-rate pay to sta"  and charging market-rate

tuition to parents, but they also o" er scholarships and help families find any assistance they qualify

for, Anderson says.

“Part of the reason we love having employers in the room,” the Initiative Foundation’s Hickman

says, “is that many are waking up to the fact of how critical [child care] is for employee attraction

and retention. Even in small towns with large employee bodies, like a hospital or a meat processing

plant or manufacturing, we’re seeing employers step up and say, ‘I could donate the space, or I

could commit to guaranteeing fifty spots [at a local center],’ and so the provider all of a sudden has

a much more solid economic base.”

 

When things don’t  work out

Things don’t always work out despite the best of intentions.

In Moorhead, according to one CRPD survey respondent, employers were invited to discuss the

child care issue, but no one accepted the invitation.

In the city of Clarkfield in Yellow Medicine County, the community came together to build a child

care center, with the city and county each putting in $50,000, but by November 2019 the center had

closed.

In Clarkfield City Administrator Chris Webb’s estimation, there were two major issues: financing and

sta# ng. The first idea for a center in Clarkfield was to house it at the local charter school, but the

charter school’s authorizer said no, despite support from the school.  The plan then became to

build the center through grants and donations, but while the center’s nonprofit board was working

on a large grant with a foundation, work began on the building before the funds were in hand. The

grant ultimately didn’t go through, and despite another search for replacement funding, it became

necessary to take out a loan to cover construction costs. The loan payment ultimately made it

impossible for the center to cash flow, says Webb, who was not city administrator at the time. 

The center also struggled with retaining sta" . The problem, as for many centers, was pay—two of

the three teachers left for jobs o" ering higher pay. As one survey respondent commented, “The pay

was not enough to keep sta" ; and no benefits were provided. The need was there; families wanted

the child care, but with the limited number of sta"  we could not stay open.” The loan payment, of

course, contributed to the problem.

 

Recommendations

Looking through the community initiatives collected in our survey, it became apparent fairly quickly

that two things were happening: communities have started seeing child care as an investment in

economic development; and they believe their most e" ective action for building capacity is to help

providers make their businesses financially stable. Here are some points to consider when thinking

about the childcare shortage at the local level.

Providers are business owners. The initiatives going on around the state show that at the

local level, people working on solutions understand that child care may be a calling, but

providers still need to cover their expenses.

There is no one, quick, push-button fix. The mix of problems that have created the child care

shortage are many and complex, especially for family providers, who are key to adding capacity

in rural communities. Therefore, every community will need to find its own unique set of

solutions based on its unique characteristics. Finding those solutions will take time and work.

Measure and understand the unique characteristics and childcare needs in your

community. Distance, demographics, local economics, and local culture a" ect each

community di" erently, meaning that the solution that worked for one town will not necessarily

work for the town twenty miles down the road. However—

Look at what other communities are doing, and share what you are doing. You may not

want or be able to do exactly the same thing, but you can collect ideas that can then be

adapted to your community’s unique needs.

Bring together stakeholders as early as possible. Partnerships are necessary. Fixing this

issue will require more resources than any one entity—the county, a local employer, a local

nonprofit, etc.—has, but building them takes time. Get people talking now, not when you “feel

ready.” The longer you wait, the more critical the issue becomes.

Think about childcare in both the short term and the long term. Short-term solutions

might be necessary for now, but if they’re not stable and sustainable over the long term, they

are not healthy for children, who need routine and stability. They’re not good for providers

either, who must commit a good deal of time, energy, and money in getting started. Don’t get

paralyzed by pursuing perfection, but keep in mind the importance of sustainability for the

long haul.

For FCC providers, there are other pain points besides money. Family child care providers

are vital to Greater Minnesota, but the issues that push them to close are harder to define

compared to centers (which is often lack of workers). Therefore, besides more money, consider

what else would help FCC providers. For example, can you organize a pool of substitutes? Is

there a way to assist with administrative tasks? Can we create social opportunities to help with

isolation? Would getting the business out of their house and away from family help?

Support DHS in its e" orts to modernize. The MN Department of Human Services is

responding to requests from providers by examining and addressing the major pain points that

push providers to quitting, such as paperwork and lack of technical support. The department

needs to be allowed to continue that work.

Rural is di" erent. Supply and demand don’t work the same way in rural areas and sometimes

don’t work at all. Policy needs to recognize this and adjust accordingly. Distance, incomes, types

of employers all a" ect childcare needs in a community and a provider’s financial stability.
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Sec. 18. AFFORDABLE, HIGH-QUALITY EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION FOR ALL 

FAMILIES. 

Subdivision 1. Goal. It is the goal of the state for all families to have access to affordable, high-quality 

early care and education that enriches, nurtures, and supports children and their families. The goal will be 

achieved by: 

(1) creating a system in which family costs for early care and education are affordable; 

(2) ensuring that a child's access to high-quality early care and education is not determined by the child's 

race, family income, or zip code; and 

(3) ensuring that Minnesota's early childhood educators are qualified, diverse, supported, and equitably 

compensated regardless of setting. 

Subd. 2. Great Start for All Minnesota Children Task Force; establishment. The Great Start for 

All Minnesota Children Task Force is established to develop strategies that will meet the goal identified in 

subdivision 1. 

Subd. 3. Membership. (a) The task force shall consist of the following 15 voting members, appointed 

by the governor, except as otherwise specified: 

(1) two members of the house of representatives, one appointed from the majority party by the speaker 

of the house and one appointed from the minority party by the minority leader; 

(2) two members of the senate, one appointed from the majority party by the majority leader and one 

appointed from the minority party by the minority leader; 

(3) two individuals who are directors of a licensed child care center, one from greater Minnesota and 

one from the seven-county metropolitan area; 

(4) two individuals who are license holders of family child care programs, one from greater Minnesota 

and one from the seven-county metropolitan area; 

(5) three individuals who are early childhood educators, one who works in a licensed child care center, 

one who works in a public school-based early childhood program, and one who works in a Head Start 

program or a community education program; 

(6) two parents of children under five years of age, one parent whose child attends a private early care 

and education program and one parent whose child attends a public program, and one parent from greater 

Minnesota and one parent from the seven-county metropolitan area; 

(7) one representative of a federally recognized tribe who has expertise in the early care and education 

system; and 

(8) one representative from the Children's Cabinet. 

(b) The task force shall have nonvoting members who participate in meetings and provide data and 

information to the task force upon request. One person appointed by each of the commissioners of the 

following state agencies, one person appointed by the board of each of the following organizations, and 

persons appointed by the governor as specified, shall serve as nonvoting members of the task force: 

(1) the Department of Education; 

Official Publication of the State of Minnesota 

Revisor of Statutes 

316 LAWS of MINNESOTA 2021 Ch 7, art 14, s 18 

2021 First Special Session 

affordability

access

compensation



Progress in 2023 legislative session

• Access: 

• investments in Child Care Assistance Program, early learning scholarships, Head Start, and 

school-based pre-K

• aimed at children from the lowest-income (and most vulnerable) families – generally, the 

lowest 25% of incomes

• Compensation: “Great Start Compensation Supports” to increase wages, 

plus other workforce supports
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